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ABSTRACT 

Dowel-type fastener-laminated timber, such as nail laminated timber (NLT) and dowel 

laminated timber (DLT), is gaining back popularity in timber construction in the world, 

which can be used for floors, roofs and walls of a building, and bridge decks. One of its 

advantages over other glue laminated mass timber products, such as glue laminated 

timber (GLT) and cross laminated timber (CLT), is its environmentally friendly nature. In 

recent years, proportion of mid-rise structures built with laminated timber products has 

increased, especially in North America. This research was mainly aimed at examining the 

effects of fastener types (nail and wooden dowel), fastening patterns (straight and zigzag) 

and spacing on the mechanical performance of dowel-type fastener-laminated timber. To 

this end, three phases of research were conducted. The first phase examined the 

withdrawal capacity (WC) of wooden dowels in DLT in terms of pilot hole diameter and 

dowel swelling. Spruce-Pine-Fir wood substrate and 6-mm-diameter maple wooden 

dowels were used. Results showed that the group made of 5-mm pilot holes and 1% 

moisture content (MC) dowels had the largest WC of 507N, which was 87% higher than 

that group of 6-mm pilot holes and 15% MC dowels. The second phase studied the 

flexural properties of downscaled 3-layer laminated wood specimens connected by nails 

and wooden dowels and bonded by adhesive. The fastening spacing and fastener type 

were also examined. Results from the third-point bending tests showed that the 60-mm-

spacing NLT specimens had an average MOEapp of 10,145 MPa, which was only 2% and 

1% higher than 85-mm-spacing ones, and an average MORapp of 75 MPa, which was 9% 
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and 4% higher than 110-mm-spacing ones. While for the fastener type, DLT had an 

average MOEapp of 10,575 MPa and MORapp of 78 MPa, which were 6% and 4%, 

respectively, higher than NLT one. As for the DLT, the zigzag pattern performed better 

than the straight one. Findings also revealed that NLT had a lower MOEapp variability 

than DLT. The final phase investigated the mechanical performance of full-scale 7-layer 

NLT, DLT and GLT beam-type specimens based on the findings from the second phase. 

The influencing factors considered were fastener spacing (250 mm and 450 mm), fastener 

types (nails and wooden dowels), and fastening pattern (parallel and inclined nailing).  

Results from the third-point load bending tests showed that group NS2 made with 89-

mm-long nails and 250-mm nailing spacing had average MOEapp and MORapp of 11,724 

MPa and 34 MPa, which were 4 % and 9 %, respectively, greater than group NM4 made 

with 102-mm-long nails and 450-mm nailing spacing that are recommended in the 

Canadian Standard CSA O86. The NLT beams had average MOEapp of 11,534 MPa and 

MORapp of 32 MPa that were 2 % and 16 % higher than DLT ones, respectively. No 

significant difference existed between parallel and inclined nailing patterns. This work 

made some contributions to understanding of the structural performance of dowel-type 

fastener-laminated timber products for the structural applications. 

Keywords:  Nail laminated timber, dowel laminated timber, fastener type, fastening 

pattern, fastening spacing, apparent modulus of elasticity, apparent modulus of rupture, 

withdrawal capacity. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 BACKGROUND 

Due to its widespread availability and ease of machining, timber has been used from the 

beginning of mankind to produce tools and shelters. Even nowadays, its low ecological 

impact and high specific mechanical properties make it an interesting alternative to 

polymeric or metallic materials. Consequently, it is abundantly used for interior furniture, 

buildings, and structural applications. Timber is a naturally occurring renewable material 

affected by species, natural growth characteristics and moisture content, all of which 

contribute to the variability of its structural properties. Because of its unique arrangement 

of cells, it has different strength properties in different grain directions and is therefore 

categorized as an anisotropic material. One prime advantage of timber as a structural 

material is the ease with which its structural parts can be joined together with a wide 

variety of fasteners, such as nails, screws, bolts, wooden dowel and metal connectors. 

With decreasing log diameters and timber quality, various engineered wood products 

(EWPs) have been invented and widely used in the last five decades (Kermani 1999).  

One category of EWPs is called mass timber products (MTPs), MTPs are large-

dimension engineered structural wood products that complement the dimension sawn 

lumber, solid sawn timber, and structural composite lumber products, which are 

frequently used in building framing. The large sizes and strength of MTPs allow these 

structural components to be an alternative to concrete and steel components in many 

building applications and the laminating process minimizes strength-reducing 

characteristics, such as knots and slope of grain, resulting in a structural member having 

mostly uniform strength and stiffness properties that are less variable than those of solid 
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lumber members (Breneman 2016). MTPs mainly include glued-laminated timber (GLT), 

cross-laminated timber (CLT), which are joined together with adhesive. They also 

include nail-laminated timber (NLT), and dowel laminated timber (DLT) which are 

called dowel type connections because they are mainly joined together with dowel 

fastener.  

1.1.1 Dowel-type connections 

Dowel-type connections are commonly used in timber engineering for a wide range of 

structural applications. The current generation of design rules is mostly based on 

empirical testing and lacks in many parts, a stringent mechanical foundation (Dorn et al. 

2013). This often prevents an optimized use of the connections, which is important for 

the design of economically efficient structures. It also limits the applicability of the 

design rule, such as restrictions regarding splitting behavior or maximum ductility (i.e., 

maximum allowable deformations). Therefore, the demands of a large and quickly 

evolving variety of structural designs in timber engineering are not reflected (Silker 

1962).  

Basically, there are two major types of dowel laminated timber assemblies which are 

classified according to the direction of the applied load and the method for joining 

individual layers. Assemblies designed to resist loads applied parallel to interlayer planes 

are referred to as vertically-laminated assemblies, while horizontally laminated 

assemblies are designed to resist loads applied perpendicular to interlayer planes. Most of 

the dowel laminated assemblies are designed as vertically laminated components since 
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interlayer slip in most horizontally mechanically laminated assemblies can reduce the 

amount of composite action to a point where there is little advantage in laminating as 

shown in Figure 1.1. Comparing vertical and horizontal metallic laminates in timber 

assemblies, the dominating failure modes differ. Beams with horizontal laminates fail 

through horizontal shear, while vertically laminated beams tend to fracture on the tensile 

face of the beam (Tjondro et al., 2011). 

 

Figure1.1 (a) vertically laminated timber, and (b) horizontally laminated timber (ASABE 

2011) 

Wilkinson (1971) has reported that the strength and stability of any dowel connection 

heavily depend on the fasteners that hold its parts together. However, selection of dowel 

fasteners is not only controlled by the loading and the load-carrying capacity condition 

but also includes some construction considerations, such as aesthetics, the cost efficiency 

of the structure, ease of fabrication, and environmental issues. For higher and utmost 

rigidity, strength and service, each type of fastener requires joint designs adapted to the 
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strength properties of timber along and across the grain and to dimensional changes that 

may occur with changes in moisture content (Abdulrahman 2002). 

1.1.2 Nail-laminated Timber (NLT)  

NLT according to BSLC (2017) can be defined as a solid wood structural element created 

by placing dimension lumber nominal thickness of 51 mm (2 in.) x, 76 mm (3 in.), or 102 

mm (4 in.), and width ranging from 102 mm (4 in.) to 305 mm (12 in.) on edge and 

fastening the individual laminations together with nails. They are manufactured to create 

large, flat panels typically to any size regarding length, thickness, and width using 

shorter, less expensive nominal-sized lumber (Figure 1.2). NLT is used typically as floors 

and roofs, they can also be used as elevator and stair shafts in midrise wood-frame 

buildings and it also naturally lends itself to the creation of unique roof forms. Plywood 

or oriented strand board added to one face can provide in-plane shear capacity, thus 

allowing the NLT  product to be used as a shear wall or diaphragm (Haller 1998 and 

BSCL 2017).  

 

Figure1.2 Typical NLT (Structurecraft Builders 2016) 
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NLT is significant in the range of available mass timber options given the relative ease of 

fabrication and access to the material. It requires no unique manufacturing facility and 

can be fabricated with local dimension lumber for use in applications across sectors and 

structure types. While products like GLT and CLT have modern publications and 

resources aimed at assisting designers and builders with the specification, detailing, and 

installation, NLT resources are dated and focus on prescriptive rather than engineered 

applications (Wilkinson 1971). Structurally, NLT is a system that spans only in one 

direction. Typical spans for NLT of various depths are given in Table 1.1. However, 

spans will vary and may fall outside these ranges depending on use, loading, and 

vibration criteria. 

Table 1. 1 Typical NLT spans 

NLT Nominal Depth Typical Span Range 

102 mm (4 in.) Up to 3.7 m (12 ft.) 

152 mm (6 in.) 3-5.2 m (10-17 ft.) 

203 mm (8 in.) 4.3-6.4 m (14 -21 ft.) 

254 mm (10 in.) 5.2- 7.3 m (17-24 ft.) 

305 mm (12 in.) 6.1- 7.9 m (20 -26 ft.) 

Source: (BSLC 2017) 
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1.1.3 Dowel-laminated Timber (DLT)  

Wooden dowel-laminated timber is another mass timber product that allows for 

significant architectural flexibility and is well-suited for horizontal spans. DLT is getting 

common in Europe and is gaining attention in North America for its ease of use with 

computer numerical controlled (CNC) machinery such as lathes, routers and mills and its 

all-wood composition. DLT is similar to NLT regarding lamination but different in 

fasteners. Instead of nails or screws, DLT uses wood dowels to join laminations (Figure 

1.3). Because DLT does not use nails or screws, it is easier and safer to mill and route 

(Kiho et al. 2008, MTDG 2017).  

To make DLT members, softwood lumber pieces are stacked together like NLT and are 

friction-fit together with hardwood dowels. The dowels hold the boards together, and the 

friction fit, achieved by the differing moisture content of the softwood lumber pieces and 

the hardwood dowels, affords additional dimensional stability. The dowels can also be 

inserted diagonally, offering additional resistance to the panel. In applications, DLT 

performs similarly to GLT and NLT, because its grains run in one direction. DLT is best 

suited for flooring and roofing applications (Guan 2010, MTDG 2017). 
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. 

Figure 1.3 Typical DLT (MTDG 2017) 

DLT panels can readily be CNC routed for pre-integrated electrical and other service 

conduits. The ability to easily mill and rout DLT allows designers to add features to 

improve acoustics performance and visual appeals, such as curves and kerfs. Acoustical 

strips can be integrated into the bottom surface of a DLT panel, helping designers reduce 

sound while keeping the wood exposed and allowing for a variety of surface finishes 

(MTDG 2017).  

1.1.4 Uses of NLT and DLT 

Breneman (2016) reported that in recent years, proportions of mid-rise structures build 

with laminated timbers has increased geometrically especially in North America. This 

particular trend can be associated to the fact that solid sawn wood becomes increasingly 

expensive in lengths over 3.7 m (12 ft). It is expected that this trend continue to increase 

because the demand for high rise building keep increasing. Solid lumber and other 

construction conventional materials such as steel and concrete becomes increasingly 

more expensive and difficult to obtain and finally when end users and building 
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companies realize that above a certain length, there is a tremendous economic advantage 

in switching to laminated timbers.  

1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS  

The stiffness, ductility and load-carrying capacity in laminated timber is, apart from 

material properties, dependent on proper fastener placement with regard to the grain and 

load direction. Therefore, in most building codes there are recommendations regarding 

minimum spacing between fasteners. Even though the recommendations are followed, 

brittle failures such as splitting can result, where it is not the fastener in itself that limits 

the resistance, but rather the surrounding timber (Aicher 2003). 

CSA O86 (2014) specify some connection requirements for fabrication of NLT. Nails 

used to spike the laminations together shall be at least 102 mm (4 in) long for 38 mm 

thickness laminations and 152 mm (6 in) long for 64 mm thickness laminations. It shall 

be spiked together with a single staggered row of nails at intervals of not more than 450 

mm in the row for depth of 140 mm or less. 

Wood structure designers in North America are faced with the challenge of using shorter 

nails in manufacturing NLT, which can be driven with a nail gun or pump hammer. In 

wood industry, nails shorter than 102 mm (4 in) should be used, e.g. 3.5” for 38mm thick 

lumber which may be more practical for nail guns, perhaps at closer nail spacing. 

Because the evaluation of the effects of nail spacing and nail length is interesting to those 

working in the wood products industry as shorter nails are relatively easy to use with a 

nail gun compared to longer ones which might not be able to use with a nail gun.  
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of this project was to investigate the performance of laminated 

timber panels fabricated using nails and hardwood wooden dowels. This work 

contributed towards increasing the knowledge of the mechanical behavior of 

mechanically laminated timber products with the specific objectives shown below: 

• To examine the influence of dowel swelling and pilot hole diameter on the 

withdrawal resistance of wooden dowel connections;  

• To investigate the flexural properties of the downscaled specimen in term of the 

apparent modulus of elasticity and apparent modulus of rupture of the 

mechanically laminated timber made with nail and wooden dowel; and  

• To compare the bending performance of full-scale NLT and DLT. 

1.4 RESEARCH SCOPE 

This thesis consists of 6 chapters; 

 Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the thesis, general background to the subject, research 

objectives and scope of the study. 

 Chapter 2 details a review of the general research work carried out on timber 

connections, with particular attention to the structural behaviour of NLT and DLT 

connections. 

Chapter 3 investigates how dowel swelling and pilot hole diameter influence withdrawal 

capacity of wooden dowel. A statistical technique was used to classify the level of 
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importance of these factors on the performance on the joints; Also, this chapter develops 

a regression model for predicting the withdrawal capacity of a wooden dowel connection. 

Chapter 4 describes the flexural test carried out on downscaled NLT and DLT made with 

different fastener spacing. The specimens were loaded until rupture, and ultimate load 

capacity for each group was observed. The apparent modulus of elasticity and the flexural 

strength were estimated, and each failure mode was presented. 

Chapter 5 provides details of the experimental work investigating the full-scale panel of 

NLT and DLT, and these were compared to those manufactured from adhesive.  

Chapter 6 outlines a summary of the general conclusions and recommendations for future 

research. 
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2.1 TIMBER CONNECTIONS  

Connections are often the most serious and critical components of any engineered 

structure and govern the overall strength, serviceability, durability, and fire resistance of 

a structural system. Unlike steel, timber failure is inherently brittle and can lead to 

catastrophic system failure, and since the mid-1950’s, many countries have conducted 

extensive research in timber connections (Smith and Foliente, 2002). The serviceability 

and the durability of timber connection mainly depend on the design of the joints between 

the elements as they transfer shear, axial (compression or tension) loads, and moments 

from one member to another. (Guardian 2014). 

To develop ductile connections for laminated timber panel, a balance must be considered 

between the behaviour of both the members of the joints and fastener when designing for 

such ductile structures in dowel connections. The selection of fasteners for the joint 

connection would be a result of not only the loading condition and the load-carrying 

capacity but also some construction considerations such as aesthetics, the cost efficiency 

of the structure, and the fabrication process (Racher 1995, Madsen 2000, Rodd 2003). 

Adhesive has been used to reinforce the mechanical properties of dowel connections (e.g. 

wooden dowel, nails, etc.) to produce high bending stiffness, regardless of the cross 

section of a specimen as this will generally improve the structural performance and 

ensure the efficiency of the joint. Several factors affecting the performance of dowel 

timber connections, and these can be grouped into three major categories: member, joint 

configuration and loading conditions (Table 2.1).  
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Table 2.1 Parameters of influence on the performance of dowel laminated joints 

(Mohammad 1996) 

Member        Lumber                 Joint Configuration Loading Conditions 

Fastener 
  

Type Density Number of nails per joint Kind of loading: (static, 

repetitive) 

Size Friction Single, double, 

multiple shear 

Rate of loading and 

deformation 

Shape and 

Surface 

Moisture 

Content 

Member thickness Load duration 

Mechanical 

properties 

Ductility 

Buckling 

resistance 

Stiffness 

Flexural 

properties 

Tensile 

strength 

Mechanical 

properties: 

Compressive 

strength 

Modulus of 

elasticity 

Creep modulus 

Nail clinching Time between assembly and 

loading 
Pre-drilled holes 

End and edge distance 

Nail spacing 

Nailing angle 

2.1.1 Timber 

Timber in its natural state can be used in many forms of construction. Unfortunately, the 

properties and behaviour of timber are much more complex unlike those of other 

conventional building materials such as steel and concrete, etc. For most structural 

applications, fortunately timber has several advantages which outweigh its disadvantages.  
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However, structural designers must learn to cope with (1) variability in timber and (2) its 

response to environmental conditions. Timber properties vary from species to species, 

from one position to another in the tree, from one tree stand to another grown in the same 

locality, and between trees grown in one locality (Ogunwusi 2012).  

Spruce-Pine-Fir, or SPF, is the generic name for a group of timbers originating from 

North America. SPF wood is white to pale yellow in color and is worked easily upon, 

takes paint readily, and holds nails well. SPF represents the largest reserve of commercial 

softwood in Canada. SPF lumber is used for home construction and for production of NLT, 

DLT, GLT and CLT. It has been used extensively in North America for structural 

applications and is ideal for residential and commercial construction due to its competitive 

cost and high strength to weight ratio. SPF wood has moderate bending fibre strength of 

(about 11 MPa), modulus of elasticity of (9,652 MPa) and a moderately low heat capacity 

relative to other wood-based materials (Wood Design Manual 2010). 

2.1.2 Mechanical Fasteners 

The mechanical fastener is a device that is used to mechanically join or fasten two or 

more components or objects such as wood, metal, etc., together. There are two major 

types of mechanical fasteners (Figure 2.1), the dowel type fasteners (such as wooden 

dowel, nails, screws, etc.) and the bearing type fasteners (such as split rings, shear plates 

and punched metal plates). The first type transfers stress in the form of the bending of a 

dowel and the bearing and shear stress in the timber along the shank of a dowel. The 

second type primarily transmits stresses in a large bearing area at the surface of timber 

members. For example, in punched metal plate load is transferred from the timber 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glued_laminated_timber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_laminated_timber
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member into plate teeth, then from the teeth into a steel plate and across the joint 

interface, then back down into the teeth in the other member (Racher 1995, Blass 2004 

and Dietsch 2015).  

 

Figure 2.1 Types of mechanical fastener (Racher 1995) 

2.1.2.1 Nails 

The term nail is a broad category describing several types of fasteners divided into three 

groups based on length. Nails less than 25.4mm (1 inch) in length are known as brads or 

tacks, those between 25.4 mm (1 inch) and 101.6 mm (4 inches) long are called nails and 

fasteners greater than 4 inches (101.6 mm) in length are termed spikes. Despite the 
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various sizes of nails, within the past century, there have been several improvements to 

the design of nails in size and shape with the goal of improving their resistance to 

withdrawal. (Theilen 1998).  

Two popular designs used to increase nails withdrawal capacity are annular rings on the 

shank of the nail (e.g. ring shank nail) and spiral grooves down the length of the shaft. 

The addition of annular rings to the shank of a nail increases its withdrawal strength by 

600%. However, the drawback of having annular rings is that the nail requires 15% more 

energy to drive the nail into the lumber. The annular rings increase nail withdrawal 

strength by supplementing the frictional forces on the nail with mechanical forces, unlike 

common smooth shank nails which hold the wood solely through the force of friction 

between the wood fibers and the nail shaft. The annular rings act in a similar sense to a 

ratchet in that the rings allow the nail to be driven into the wood. The wood fibers of the 

board dip into the crests on the shank of the nail when the nail is driven. To withdraw an 

annularly ringed nail, the force of friction must be overcome and the wood fibers wedged 

in the rings of the nail must be broken, requiring an additional force (Rammer 2001, 

Doppke 2004). 

In addition to the design of the shank, the point of the nail can also be changed to 

increase withdrawal strength. For the greatest holding power, a conical point is used 

because the tip wedges into the fibres causing the fibres to push back with a large force 

thus increasing the force of friction between the nail shaft and wood. The drawback to 

using a conical tip is that the wedging action tends to split harder woods. To reduce the 
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chance of splitting, a duller nail point is used when holding power is not of great concern 

(Rammer, 2001). 

2.1.2.2 Wooden Dowels 

Wooden dowels are used to join timber, particle board, medium density fibreboard, and 

other wood composites together, yet little information is known about them. Some of the 

hardwood species used in making wood dowels are Oak, Maple, Birch, Ash and Aspen. 

Some selected softwoods could also be used, such as pine. In recent years, research on 

wood dowels for structural timber joining has dramatically increased due to their cost, 

positive environmental impact, good compatibility joint systems compared to steel 

fasteners, tight fitting and better recycle-ability (Guan 2010). 

Wooden dowels can be produced with a density up to 3 times of its original density and 

with desired stiffness and strength when undergo densification process. Due to greatly 

enhanced mechanical properties of wooden dowel after densification with necessary 

stabilized dimensions, the newly developed wooden dowels increasingly attract 

researchers to find their structural uses. For the past few years, there have been many 

studies on the mechanical properties of dowels, but limited research on structural uses as 

fasteners for connecting soft timber components. Zhou et al. (2000) and Kiho (2008) 

investigated different properties of wood dowel such as the bending properties and timber 

joints using wood as a fastener. They discovered that the strength of wood dowel 

increased with increasing compression ratio during processing and also found out that 
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joint with compressed wood dowels and plates have enhanced mechanical properties such 

as pull out strength and rotational performance. 

Rodd (2003) reported that several types of research had been done on the load capacity of 

different sizes of wooden dowel ranging in diameters from 12.7 to 31.75 mm (0.5 to 1.25 

inches) loaded in double shear in traditional mortise and tenon joints. He reported that 

that the load capacity of a 1-inch dowel might be expected to lie in the 13 kN – 18 kN 

range.  

Guan et al., (2010) researched the structural characteristic of beam-column connections 

using wooden dowel and plates. He concluded that steel plates are widely used in modern 

timber joints; however, they are difficult to be recycled. He also affirmed the fact that due 

to the large difference in stiffness between the steel and the timber, there is poor 

compatibility in the joint that produces less integrity. Therefore, the desired joint should 

be made with non-metallic fasteners, such as timber dowels. 

2.2 MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF TIMBER CONNECTIONS 

2.2.1 Withdrawal resistance 

The resistance of a species of wood or a wood-based product to direct withdrawal of nails 

or screws, etc. is a measure of its ability to hold an adjoining object by means of such 

fasteners. Several factors that affect withdrawal resistance include the physical and 

mechanical properties of the wood, size, shape, and surface condition of the fasteners, 

speed of withdrawal, physical changes to wood or fasteners between time of driving and 
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time of withdrawal, orientation of fibre axis, and the occurrence and nature of pre-bored 

lead holes (ASTM D 1761 2012). 

The stability of any building system, composed of interconnected components is directly 

related to the performance of the fastening elements. The knowledge of the withdrawal 

resistance will provide useful information about the durability and stability of the whole 

system. Besides, it is significant to have information about withdrawal resistance of 

fastener so as to achieve the efficient use of materials in the building system (Rammer 

2001). The withdrawal resistance is one of the important indexes describing the 

mechanical behavior of fasteners.  

Skulteti (1996) characterized the withdrawal strength of ring-shank nails embedded in 

Southern Pine lumber. Three sizes of galvanized and ungalvanized (bright) ring-shank 

nails from two different manufacturers were studied. Ring-shank nails had approximately 

twice the withdrawal resistance of smooth-shank nails of the same diameter. Galvanizing 

slightly reduced withdrawal capacity (approximately 8%) due to partial filling of the 

threads. 

Blass (2004) reported the difference in withdrawal resistance of a plain shank and screw 

shank nails for a specific panel type. He ascertained that surface friction is the chief 

mechanism holding an embedded plain shank nail in a structural panel, therefore, the 

greater the frictional surface, the higher the withdrawal resistance, and surface friction is 

in part a function of the nail diameter and penetration. Though the screw shank nails 

typically have spiral helixes along its shank, however, the total frictional surface of the 
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screw shank did not seem to be much greater than that of plain shank nails of the same 

wire diameter.  

A smooth round shank nail with a long sharp point will usually have a greater withdrawal 

resistance than the common wire nail (which usually have a diamond point), particularly 

in the softer woods. However, sharp points accentuate splitting in certain species, which 

may reduce withdrawal resistance. A blunt or flat point without taper reduces splitting, 

but its destruction of the wood fibers when driven reduces withdrawal resistance to less 

than that of the common wire nail (FPL 2010).  

2.2.2 Fastener embedment strength 

Embedment strength is the ability of wood to resist forces imposed by the length of a 

dowel pressing into the wood. Embedment strength is based on the yield strength of 

fastener and is found by offsetting a line parallel to the slope of the proportional limit of 

the load-deformation curve by 5% off the fastener diameter and is taken as the point 

where that offset line intersects the load-deformation curve. This method for determining 

dowel bearing strength stemmed from the work of Soltis and Wilkinson (1971).  

Winistorfer (1995) determined the embedment strength for three softwood species using 

a 3.3 mm (0.131-inch) diameter nail. Tests were conducted with the nail oriented radially 

and tangentially with respect to the annular rings. Specific gravity, the percentage of 

latewood, and the number of rings per inch were also determined for each specimen. 

Results illustrated that although the difference between radially and tangentially loaded 

dowel bearing strength can be significant, this difference is of no practical consequence. 

https://search.proquest.com/indexinglinkhandler/sng/au/Winistorfer,+Steve+G/$N?accountid=14611
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The combination of fastener size (in contact with many growth rings) and the relatively 

infrequent occurrence of very coarse- and flat-grained lumber resulted in nearly equal 

values of dowel bearing strength in the radial and tangential directions. 

The results of (Theilen 1998) on the embedment test of different diameters of 12d 

common nail (3.76 mm) and 16d and 20d ring shank nail (3.76 and 4.50 mm) showed 

that the average dowel bearing strengths for the 12d common, 16d ring-shank, and 20d 

ring-shank nail groups were 47.2 MPa, 47.4 MPa, and 41.7 MPa respectively. The CVs 

for these groups were 20.5%, 18.8%, and 17.6%. Use of Duncan’s Multiple Range Test at 

a significance level of 10% showed no difference in the means of the 12d common and 

16d ring-shank groups, while the 20d ring-shank group was statistically different from 

both the 12d and 16d groups. This statistical comparison leads to the conclusion that 

there is a diameter effect but no thread effect on dowel bearing strength. 

 Sawata and Yasumura (2002) conducted an embedment test on thousand laminae with 

different grades, dowel diameters, and loading directions to produce a database for the 

design of dowel type. Dowel diameters were 8, 12, 16, and 20mm. Embedding strength 

parallel and perpendicular to the grain were evaluated by the 5% off-set method. No 

significant difference existed between the two directions. The embedding stress 

perpendicular to the grain showed a linear increase up to the yielding of wood and a 

continuous increase after yielding. The increment ratio after yielding was smaller as the 

dowel diameter was increased. It was reported that 12 mm dowel diameter had the best 

embedment strength value of 37 MPa while 8 mm 16 mm and 20 mm had embedment 

value of 29, 34 and 34 MPa respectively. Their results were similar to what was reported 
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by Harada et al. (1999) who carried out an embedment test on glued-laminated timber 

with drift pins of different diameters. 

2.2.3 Nail Bending Yield Strength 

Nails are a common mechanical fastener in wood structures. Engineering design 

procedures used to determine the capacities of laterally-loaded nailed connections 

currently use a yield theory to calculate the nominal resistance for laterally-loaded nailed 

connections. To develop the nominal resistance for laterally-loaded nailed connections, 

the bending yield moment of the nail must be known. To estimate the nail bending yield 

strength, the nails will be subjected to center-point loading at a constant displacement 

rate, and the 5 %-diameter-offset yield load was determined and used from each nail 

bending test as an estimate of the bending yield load of a nail. The straight-line portion of 

the curve is offset by five percent of the nail diameter. The point at which this offset line 

crosses the load-displacement curve defines the yield load of the fastener (Loferski and 

McLain 1991, ASTM F1575 2017). 

The National Design Specification for Wood Construction (NDS) in the United States of 

America assumes a nail is bending yield strength of 621 MPa (90,000 psi) based on the 

test results of common wire nails (Loferski and McLain 1991). Ring-shank nails are 

assumed to have a 30% higher nail bending yield strength than common wire nails 

because the NDS stipulates that ring-shank nails shall be made of high carbon steel and 

heat treated and tempered. This increase is based on engineering judgement rather than 

test data.  
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Theilen et al. (1998) carried out test on two types of nails, he reported that the average 

nail bending yield strength for 12d common nails was 639 MPa (92,740 psi) which was 

in close agreement with 621 MPa (90,000 psi), the value specified in NDS while the 

average values for ring-shank nails with 16d and 20d nails were well above the value of 

793 MPa (115,000 psi) assumed in the 1991 NDS (30% larger than that assumed in the 

1991 NDS). 

Sawata (2015) reported that joints with larger fastener diameter tended to exhibit higher 

loads at the proportional limit and yield load. He discovered that when the ratios of the 

main member thickness to fastener diameter (u/d) are small, the yield load of a fastener 

joint increases with an increase in u/d ratio because the fastener remains straight during 

yielding. When u/d ratio is further increased, the distance between the plastic hinges is 

almost constant, and the yield load shows no increase. 

2.2.4 Structural Performance of NLT and DLT 

The structural behaviour of NLT and DLT is determined by its orthotropic structure, 

especially, by the load in the transverse direction being transferred with the help of 

mechanical fasteners (nails and wood dowel). Different methods have been adopted to 

determine the structural performance of NLT and DLT. Some of these methods are 

analytical while others are experimental. Analytical method may involve numerical 

analysis with simulation, coding, and modelling, while experimental evaluation involves 

testing full-size panels or sections of panels with a specific span-to-depth ratio. The 

problem with the experimental approach is that every time the nailing pattern, fastener 
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type or type of material or any of the manufacturing parameters change, testing is needed 

to evaluate the bending properties of such products. (Haller 1998). 

2.2.4.1 Structural performance of NLT 

Lesli and Baidarb (1990) worked on the assumption that a laminate with butt joints is in 

perfect bond with its adjacent laminates, which provide flexural continuity to the jointed 

laminate at the locations of its butt joints. As a consequence of this assumption, the 

flexural rigidity of the butt-jointed laminate is sometimes believed to remain unaffected 

by the presence and the number of butt joints. However, his study on the effect of butt 

joints on the structural properties of laminated timber used as a bridge deck result was in 

contrary to this assertion. They discovered that the presence of butt joints could reduce 

the flexural rigidity of a laminate even when it is in perfect bond with its neighbouring 

laminates. He also reported that the deflections of a deck having such butts joints might 

be significantly higher  than those without butt. They concluded that the practice of 

ignoring the presence of butt joints in the calculation of the deflections of laminated 

wood decks could lead to a significant underestimation of deflections.  

The studies by Tjondro et al. (2011) on the horizontally and vertically nail-laminated 

structural beams were tested in an experimental study. Twelve specimens of horizontally 

nail-laminated beam with the same cross-section and variation of four nail spacing’s (25, 

50, 75 and 100 mm) were tested. Nine specimens of vertically nail-laminated beam with 

the same nail spacing and three variations of cross sections, namely rectangular, I and 

box also were investigated. The vertically nail-laminated beam (30 kN – 35 kN) has 
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greater strength and rigidity than horizontally nail-laminated beam (7 kN – 11 kN). The 

25 mm spacing had higher strength and stiffness properties, closely followed by 50 mm. 

No significant difference exists between 75 and 100 mm nail spacing. 

Alam and Ansell (2012) examined the effect of different nail spacing on the flexural 

properties of NLT specimen. They discovered that in nailing series with wide nail 

spacing and minimum number of nails (47 nails), tensile fracture did not visibly 

propagate (spread) from nail to nail while in the nailing series with little spacing and 

large number of nails (93 nails), tensile fracture propagated from nail to nail along a path 

parallel to the grain axis. They asserted that using small quantity of nails on a panel could 

minimize splitting. The flexural strength and stiffness increased as the number of nails 

increased, however beyond a certain number of nails, the strength and stiffness ceased to 

increase because cracks from one joint to another became prominent as the nail holes act 

as introduced defects. They, however, believed this to be a consequence of having low 

variability in the number of nails used.   

Williams et al. (1994) reported some failures associated with NLT. He categorized the 

associated failures into two categories. Those caused by high wood bending stress and 

failures caused by high nail shear force and high wood shear stress. Nearly all the 

specimen failed as a result of high bending stresses where most of these failures were 

tension failures in the lumber. Inspection of the failed specimens revealed that the longest 

members in the center layers were the most highly stressed members in the assembly. He 

also reported that splitting typically occurred near the centroidal axes of the members. 
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2.2.4.2 Structural performance of DLT 

Eckelman (2007) conducted several tests to determine the load capacity of large maple 

wood dowels loaded in double shear. He conducted the test using different dowel 

diameter ranges from 38, 51, 76 and 102 mm. He observed that the behaviour of the 

dowels during the tests was relatively uniform. There is typically an initial increase in 

joint stiffness, and the joints exhibited a linear load-displacement response until a series 

of audible fractures occurred. The load-displacement curves for the dowel joints were 

sigmoid in shape. Initially, the joints stiffened rapidly as the load was applied until the 

deflection vs. load response became linear. This linear behaviour continued over the 

central portion of the curve until microfractures in the dowel caused a rapid increase in 

load-displacement ratio. He ascertained that overall, joint stiffness was nearly 

proportional to dowel diameter with 102 mm diameter having the highest load carrying 

capacity. The result from his findings indicated that ultimate load capacity was 

proportional to dowel diameter raised to about the 1.5 power. He finally concluded from 

his study that dowel joints loaded in double shear, constructed with defect-free dowels, 

may be expected to fail gradually in a stepwise manner during which time the joint 

continues to carry substantial load rather than fail suddenly in a catastrophic mode.   

Bocquet et al., (2007) examined small-scale and full-scale two-layer timber beams joined 

with welded wood dowels, the relation between the applied load and deflection as well as 

the load carrying capacity of these two-layer timber beams were measured and compared 

to that obtained with nailing and glued dowels, the results showed clearly the role of the 

wood dowels in absorbing shear stresses. They reported that maximum failure strength 
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and stiffness in bending of these beams outperformed both nailed laminated beams and 

glued-dowel beams. 

Cian et al. (2012) carried out research using a different number of wooden dowels on four 

layers DLT. The number of dowels in each DLT was varied in order to determine their 

effect on the stiffness of the DLT. Two DLT were made with 56, 44, and 32 dowels and 

one final DLT with 20 dowels. It can be seen that both the 56-dowel and 44-dowel DLT 

appeared to be of similar stiffness and were also stiffer than the other set of DLT. The 32-

dowel DLT was the next stiffest while the lowest stiffness was obtained for 20-dowel 

DLT. Thus, he concluded that stiffness increases with increasing number of dowels. 

However, beyond a certain number of dowels, the improvement decreases until it ceases 

altogether. Thus, there is practically no difference between the 56 and 44-dowel DLT.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

2.3 SUMMARY 

Both NLT and DLT elements are used in housing construction for floor, wall and roof 

elements. They consist of boards continuous or butt-jointed being assembled to solid 

elements. On account of the limited size and the heterogeneous nature of trees, the correct 

assembly of timber is an important issue in wood technology. Joining techniques in the 

field of EWPs are used to either increase the size and tailor the shape of the pieces or to 

increase dimensional stability and degree of isotropy.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

INFLUENCE OF DOWEL SWELLING AND PILOT HOLE ON WITHDRAWAL 

CAPACITY OF WOODEN DOWEL 
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ABSTRACT 

Wooden dowels have been used to join timber and other wood composites together in 

construction, yet little information is available concerning their properties, especially the 

withdrawal capacity. An in-depth understanding of their withdrawal properties is highly 

necessary for the rational design of products which employs these fasteners and materials 

in their construction. A comprehensive experimental test program was carried out to 

develop fabrication parameters of dowel-laminated timber and the influence of dowel 

swelling and pilot hole diameter on the withdrawal resistance of wooden dowel 

connections. Three diameters of the pilot hole (PH) used were 5 mm, 5.5 mm, and 6 mm.   

Three initial moisture contents of dowels used were 1%, 10% and 15%, which were used 

for evaluating the swelling values.  Results revealed that 5 mm PH at 1% MC had a 

withdrawal capacity (WC) of 507 N, which was 87% higher than 6-mm PH at 15% MC. 

The regression result revealed a clear linear relationship between the MC and the dowel 

swelling. The low MC of the wooden dowel demonstrated that it was possible to achieve 

a high degree of composite action as connecting elements in manufacturing dowel 

laminated timber (DLT).  It was recommended that the future research should include a 

large population and include pertinent process variables.  

Keywords: Wooden dowel, pilot hole diameter, moisture content, withdrawal capacity. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Laminated timber has been extensively studied and gained more interest in construction 

applications around the world. Timber can be joined with an adhesive, such as in glue-

laminated timber (GLT) and cross-laminated timber (CLT). Timber can also be joined 

with mechanical fasteners such as nails and wooden dowel, and this also results in the 

production of nail-laminated timber (NLT) and dowel-laminated timber (DLT) 

respectively.  Mechanical connections are often achieved by dowel-type fasteners, such 

as bolts, wooden dowels, screws, and nails. Though most point-shaped fasteners, like 

screws or nails, are very ancient, they are still a current practice because they are quick 

and do not require sophisticated tools during construction. The other advantages of 

dowel-type connections are ductility and the ability to dissipate energy, which is crucial 

in seismic design (Oudjene 2010). 

Wooden dowels have been used to join wood components in the fabrication of furniture 

and buildings. They are basically made of hardwood species, and recently it has been 

adopted as an alternative to nails, screws, and bolts in some production companies, most 

especially in some European countries. Structurecraft, one of the most active and large 

mass timber products companies in North America, recently changed their production 

from the use of nail to wooden dowel based on the fact that products made with wooden 

dowel can be easily used with computer numerical controlled (CNC) machinery such as 

lathes, routers and mills and its all-wood composition (MTDG 2017). Consideration was 

also given to the ability that wooden dowel product allows designers to add features to 

improve a project's acoustics and add visual appeals, such as through the addition of 
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curves and kerfs. Acoustical strips can be integrated into the bottom surface of a DLT 

panel, helping designers to mitigate sound while keeping the wood exposed and allowing 

for a variety of surface finishes (Structurecraft 2016). Obtaining good compatibility of 

joint systems is one of the major advantages of wooden dowels compared to metal 

fasteners like nails. Another advantage of using wooden dowels is due to their positive 

environmental impacts, such as the reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) and volatile 

organic compounds (VOCs), and recyclability, because they are made with only naturally 

renewable material.  

Several factors have been identified as what constitutes and affects the mechanical 

behavior of DLT. And most of the findings from the European studies about the effect of 

the pilot hole on the performance of DLT and withdrawal capacity of the dowel indicated 

that although slightly oversized or exact pilot holes did not produce unduly weak joints, 

as determined by the static load test, but joints produce with undersized hole had greater 

effects on the joints. Kanazawa (2005) conducted a study on the effect of moisture 

content of wooden dowel on the withdrawal resistance; he conditioned the dowel to 

different moisture content levels and discovered that the dowel with the minimum 

moisture content (MC) (2%) could improve the pullout resistance by 57.66% than the 

unconditioned ones. He, therefore, concluded that the reason was that dry dowels could 

swell after absorbing moisture from the environment. Also, the result of (Pizzi 2006) 

conformed to what was discovered by Kanazawa.  

Bocquet et al. (2007) undertook studies on small-scale, and full-scale dowel laminated 

beams joined with welded wood dowels. The relation between the applied load and 
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deflection as well as the load carrying capacity of these two-layer timber beams was 

measured and compared to that obtained with nailing and glued dowels. His results 

indicated a stiffness value of 0.04, 0.06 and 0.08 kN/mm for NLT, GLT and DLT 

respectively while the average failure force was reported to be 3.20, 3.21 and 3.25 kN for 

NLT, GLT, and DLT respectively. The results showed clearly the role of the wooden 

dowels in resisting shear stresses. Therefore, an extensive study is needed to reaffirm and 

buttress the previous studies and make new improvements. Other studies considered the 

used different treatment method for the wooden dowel treatment such as soaked in 

ethylene glycol etc.  

It is a well-known fact that the resistance of a dowel to direct withdrawal from the panel 

or laminated timber is a function of several factors, including material density, fastener 

diameter and depth of penetration (Forest Products Laboratory, FPL 1999). To develop 

withdrawal design values for the wooden dowel, other factors such as dowel type, 

exposure condition, dowel hole diameter, the vertical density profile of the tested 

structural material should be considered. The objective of this work was to investigate the 

withdrawal behavior of wooden dowel connections in terms of the diameter of the pilot 

hole and swelling of wooden dowel. The withdrawal capacity in this chapter was 

correlated with the exposure condition and pilot hole diameter, while a predictive formula 

was obtained and validated.  
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3.2 METHODOLOGY 

3.2.1 Materials 

Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) No. 2 and better 2x6 lumber was used, which had an average 

density of 440 kg/m3 and moisture content (MC) of 12%. The lumber pieces were cut into 

wood substrate with a cross-cutting saw. The wood substrates for the withdrawal 

resistance tests were 38 mm thick, 139 mm wide and 154 mm long. Maple hardwood 

dowels were purchased from a local store. They were made by Alexandria Moulding 

Company with an average density of 520 kg/m3. The decision for this species was made 

due to its numerous availabilities in the market and on the other hand, little research has 

been done using this species for dowels. The average diameter and length of the dowels 

were 6 mm and 80 mm, respectively. The moisture content of dowels was determined 

prior to the withdrawal test.  

3.2.2 MC / swelling tests on dowels 

Prior to specimen fabrication for the withdrawal resistance test, swelling properties of the 

wooden dowels were assessed. The initial weight and diameter of the wooden dowels 

were recorded, after which they were oven dried at 103±2˚C until constant weight was 

achieved. The wooden dowels were later conditioned to three moisture content levels: 

1%, 10% and 15% MC using a conditioning chamber; the conditioning chamber was set 

to achieve the desired MC using the Psychrometric chart. The final weight and the final 

diameter were recorded, and the percentage swelling coefficient evaluated using Equation 

3.1.  
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𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 (%)  =
𝐷𝑓−𝐷𝑜

𝐷𝑜
𝑋 100      Equation 3.1 

Where Do is the Oven dry diameter of the wooden dowel, Df is the final diameter of the 

wooden dowel at a certain MC, i.e., 1%, 10%, and 15%. 

3.2.3 Fabrication of dowel-jointed specimens 

Fifty-four (54) pieces of wooden dowels were placed in an oven at 102±3ºC until they 

reached constant weight. After which 18 wooden dowel samples each were conditioned 

to 1%, 10% and 15% moisture content (MC) in the conditioning chamber making a total 

of 54 dowel samples while wood substrates were conditioned to 12% MC at a relative 

humidity (RH) of 65% and temperature of 20ºC. The dowels after conditioning were kept 

inside the Zipper seal (Figure 3.1) to prevent moisture change prior to manufacturing of 

the specimens (Figure 3.2). The substrates were pre-drilled with three pilot holes (PH) of 

5 mm, 5.5 mm and 6 mm in diameter to the appropriate depth of 38 mm in the centre of 

each test block perpendicular to the face using a drilling machine (Figure 3.3) (Model 

340 Z 3995, General, Drummondville, Canada), after which the wooden dowels were 

manually hammered into the pilot hole in the substrate with the dowel shank as close to 

90 degrees with the surface of the substrate as possible as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Six 

replicates were tested at each treatment combination. To ensure that the dowels were 

embedded to exactly the proper depth in the test blocks, the dowels were first cut to a 

predetermined length and placed a mark on the dowel to the required depth. After 

production of the specimens, they were all conditioned to 12% MC for seven days prior 

to actual testing. 
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3.2.4 Withdrawal resistance tests 

The withdrawal resistance test was conducted following the procedures described in 

ASTM D1761 (2012), using an Instron Testing Machine which pulled out the wooden 

dowel out of the substrate at a loading speed of 2 mm/min. The specimens were fixed by 

clamping the dowel into the jaw of the fixed beam, while the wood substrate was attached 

to the crosshead of the machine with a metallic grip as illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

To evaluate the effect of local substrate density on the withdrawal resistance, small 

samples of 50 mm in length, 37 mm wide and 26 mm height were cut away near the 

centre of the substrate and density test was performed on them.  

  

Figure 3.1 Wooden Dowel   Figure 3.2 Specimen for withdrawal test 
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Figure 3.3 Drilling Machine 

 

Figure 3.4 Dowel Insertion in the 

substrate 

 

(a) Assembly of withdrawal test    

 

(b) Experimental set-up 

Figure 3.5 Diagram of withdrawal resistance test 
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3.2.5 Verification tests 

An empirical model was developed through regression analysis to predict the withdrawal 

capacity of the dowel connection. The MC and pilot hole were used as the independent 

variables while the withdrawal capacity was used as the dependent variable. To validate 

the model, an experimental validation test program was carried out with dowel MC at 5% 

and 12% and a fixed pilot hole of 5 mm.      

3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.3.1 Physical properties of lumber and dowel 

Table 3.1 shows the lumber properties used. The average MC of the lumber used was 

14% while the density was 440 kg/m3. Preliminary studies on the physical properties of 

the dowel (Figure 3.6 and 3.7) showed the effect of swelling on the dowel diameter and 

percentage swelling respectively. It was observed that as the MC of the dowel increased 

the dowel diameter increased and there was a significant level of increase in the dowel 

diameter between 1% and 10-15% MC. This trend showed that MC had a significant 

effect on the dowel diameter and the level at which swelling took place. The results 

showed that the dowel had the capacity to swell when in service which is a good attribute 

of the dowel contributing a significant logical reason justified the use of dowel for this 

research work. 
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Table 3. 1 Average properties of experimental lumber supply 

 MC Density 

Mean 12 % 440 kg/m3 

COV (%) 11.8 8.8 

 

    

Figure 3.6 Effect of MC on dowel diameter       Figure 3.7 Percent swelling of the dowel 

3.3.2 Effects of the pilot hole and MC on withdrawal capacity 

The load-displacement curve for each treatment combination is shown in Figure 3.8. The 

joints exhibited a linear load-displacement response until a series of audible fractures 

occurred. After which, a fall-off of load occurred, which was subsequently regained as 

crosshead movement continued and there is typically an initial increase in joint stiffness. 

This phenomenon continued to a point of non-recoverable fall-off in load occurred. The 
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contact friction between the substrate and the wood dowel for 1% MC is significantly 

stronger compared to other groups of swelling level followed by that of 10%. All the 

specimens had similar load-displacement curve behaviour. 

The average withdrawal capacity at each MC and pilot hole is presented in Figure 3.9, 

while Table 3.2 shows the average withdrawal capacity and CVs. The average results of 

the withdrawal tests carried out on the 1%, 10% and 15% MC levels and 5mm, 5.5mm 

and 6 mm pilot holes showed that test specimen at 1% MC at 5 mm pilot hole had the 

highest withdrawal capacity of 507 N with a low value of CV. Followed by this, is the 

specimen with 1% MC and 5.5 mm pilot hole with the withdrawal capacity value of 395 

N, while the specimen with 15% MC and 6 mm pilot hole showed the lowest withdrawal 

capacity of 64 N.  The percent difference in terms of swelling revealed that withdrawal 

capacity at 1% MC was 54% greater than 10% MC and 89% greater than 15% MC, while 

that at 10% MC was 61% greater than 15% MC. For the effects of pilot hole, 5mm pilot 

hole was 20% stronger than 5.5 mm pilot hole and 42 % stronger than 6 mm pilot hole 

while that of 5.5 mm pilot hole was 27% stronger than that of 6 mm pilot hole. 

Overall, specimens with 1% MC regardless of the pilot hole performed better than the 

others. The results of the tests indicated that the withdrawal capacity of dowels both at 

the swelling level and pilot hole varied considerably, and this variation is likely more 

closely related to process variables than basic wood properties since timber from same 

species may still exhibit significantly different withdrawal strengths. This result agrees 

with the findings of (Eckelman 1985 and Zhu 2017) who both concluded that in assessing 

the withdrawal capacity of a dowel, variation is more likely to be caused by the 
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manufacturing process or treatment parameters instead of the lumber properties. Results 

show that independent of moisture content, as the number of pilot hole decreases, the 

withdrawal capacity increases. The mean differences for the 5.0 mm were little as 

expected. Therefore, it can be concluded that surface friction which is in part a function 

of the dowel hole and penetration is the chief mechanism holding an embedded plain 

dowel in a structural panel, therefore the greater the frictional surface, the higher the 

withdrawal capacity.  

Figure 3.10 showed the percent increase in swelling of the dowel after fabrication. It was 

observed that 1% MC wooden dowel had a greater percentage of swelling of about 5.5% 

while 10% MC had percentage swelling of about 1.5 while wooden dowel of 15% MC 

had a little shrinkage of about 0.98% in diameter. This conforms to the fact that wooden 

dowel swells in service and as a result improved the withdrawal capacity as the diameter 

gets bigger by about 5%, thereby reducing the void space in the dowel hole.  
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(a) 1% dowel MC  

 

 (b) 10% dowel MC  

 

(c) 15% dowel MC  

Figure 3.8 Typical load-displacement curve for withdrawal capacity 

    

 

Figure 3.9 Effect of dowel swelling and the pilot hole on withdrawal capacity 
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Table 3.2 Withdrawal capacity of dowel connection 

PH (mm) MC (%) Withdrawal capacity (N) CV (%) 

Min. value Max. value Average 

 

5.0 

 

1 469 564 507 9 

10 131 225 199 23 

15 39 122 74 21 

 

5.5 

 

1 287 467 395 17 

10 119 176 164 14 

15 58 85 66 21 

 

6 

 

1 146 309 234 25 

10 157 257 158 18 

15 36 88 64 31 

 

 

Figure 3. 10 Percentage swelling of wooden dowel after fabrication 
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3.3.3 Analysis of Variance 

The Analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Table 3.3) was carried out to show the statistical 

difference between the treatment combinations. The results showed that a significant 

difference exists among the pilot hole while also a significant difference exists among the 

MC levels on the withdrawal capacity. The interaction between these two treatments 

showed a significant difference, and this subsequently called for a follow-up analysis 

using Duncan Multiple Range Test (DMRT) (Table 3.4). The DMRT results for the 

dowel swelling statistically showed that significant difference exists on the withdrawal 

capacity between 1% and 10% while it also exists between 1% and 10% to 15% with an 

average value of 379 N, 174 N and 68 N for 1%, 10% and 15% respectively. For the pilot 

hole, the withdrawal capacity values recorded were 260 N, 208 N and 152 N for 5mm, 

5.5 mm and 6 mm respectively. In other words, with all indications from the load-

displacement curves, regression analysis, and ANOVA, the results showed that dowel 

produced at 1% MC and 5 mm pilot hole had the highest withdrawal capacity.  
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Table 3. 3 Analysis of variance for withdrawal capacity of wooden dowel connection 

Source Sum of 

Square 

df Mean 

Square 

F value 

Pilot Hole 122.69 2 61.34 0.14* 

Moisture Content 25061.47 2 12530.74 28.56* 

Pilot Hole * Moisture Content 8046.72 4 2011.68 4.58* 

Error 19748.37 45 438.85  

Total 52979.24 53   

*denotes significant difference 

Table 3. 4 Duncan Multiple Range Test 

Pilot Hole 

(mm) 

Withdrawal 

capacity (N) 

Moisture 

content (%) 

Withdrawal 

capacity (N) 

5.0 260a 1 379a 

5.50 208ab 10 174b 

6.0 152b 15 68c 

 Note: Values with the same letter show that there is no significant difference and those 

with different letters suggest that there is a significant difference. 

3.3.4 Density effect 

Table 3.5 shows the corresponding substrate density with their corresponding CV. This 

was done to study if there was any effect induced by the substrate density, as the 

influence of density on a timber or panel product cannot be underemphasized. It was 

observed that density does not necessarily have any effect on the withdrawal capacity. 
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The highest withdrawal capacity is 507 N at 1% MC, and 5 mm pilot hole does not have 

the highest density. Specimen of 1% MC and 6 mm pilot hole had the highest density in 

value of 426 kg/m3. While specimen of 15% MC and 5.5 mm pilot hole had the least 

density value of 392 kg/m3 with a withdrawal capacity of 164 N. There seems to be no 

good correlation between this relationship and this indicates that the local substrate 

density had no effect on the withdrawal resistance properties of the dowel within the 

range of desnsity studied. Similar result was obtained by (Eckelman & Cassens 1985) 

who fitted a regression equation of the withdrawal capacity as a function of density and 

depth of embedment of the dowel in the test material. They concluded that no correlation 

was found between the withdrawal capacity and density of the wood substrate. However 

they found out that significant difference exists in the depth of embedment. At first 

glance, there appears to be a relationship between the substrate density and the holding 

strength, but a closer examination on the density test, however, indicates that the 

differences in the withdrawal capacity are more likely associated with differences in 

dowel swelling. 

 Herzog and Borjen (2006) also carried out a withdrawal test on different structural 

panels such as OSB and NLT. They did a density test on the effect of the withdrawal 

capacity and affirmed to the same fact that density has no significant impact on the 

withdrawal capacity. They anticipated that the withdrawal resistance would increase with 

an increase in the wood density. The difference in withdrawal capacity between the MC 

for a specific pilot hole was statistically significant in most cases.             
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Table 3.5 Relationship between the substrate density and the withdrawal capacity 

Pilot hole 

(mm)  

MC (%) Substrate Density Withdrawal capacity 

Mean (kg/m3) CV(%) Mean (N) CV(%) 

 

5.0 

 

1 414 10 507 9 

10 401 5 199 23 

15 407 6 74 21 

 

5.5 

 

1 424 6 395 17 

10 392 12 164 14 

15 397 10 66 21 

 

6 

 

1 426 13 234 25 

10 398 2 158 18 

15 403 8 64 31 

 

3.3.5 Relationship between pilot hole, MC and withdrawal capacity 

To provide a means of comparing the results obtained with other studies, CSA standard 

as well as to obtain functional relationships between withdrawal capacity and the various 

specimen parameters, linear regression analysis was performed on the test data as shown 

in figure 3.11. Withdrawal capacity was evaluated as a function of the pilot hole and MC. 

Based on the analysis of the linear regression fit performed, the linear relation could be 

inferred in equations 3.2 -3.4. 
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𝑊𝐶 = −22.68𝑀𝐶 + 400.88       Equation 3.2 

𝑊𝐶 = −80.39𝑃𝐻 + 646.47     Equation 3.3 

𝑊𝐶 = 843 − 23𝑀𝐶 − 80𝑃𝐻    Equation 3.4.  

where WC is the withdrawal capacity, MC is the moisture content in percent and PH is 

the pilot hole in mm. 

The result of equation 3.4 was used for estimation of withdrawal capacity. This linear fit 

regression analysis showed a linear relationship between the withdrawal capacity and the 

different MC and pilot hole and this could be used to predict the withdrawal capacity 

with other dowel swelling conditions for the data observed in this study.  

Zhu et al. (2017) varied the moisture content of the wooden dowel (2% and 12% MC) 

and the wood substrate (2%, 7% and 12% MC). They discovered that regardless of the 

moisture content of the wood substrate, the withdrawal capacity was determined by the 

moisture content of the wooden dowels, specimen with 2% MC of wooden dowel and 

12% of substrate performed better compared to others. It performed better than that of 

2% MC of wooden dowel and 7% of the wood substrate; the specimen with 2% Substrate 

MC and 12% wooden dowel had the least withdrawal capacity. Their findings and results 

were similar and in close proximity to that in this study.  
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Figure3. 21 withdrawal capacity regression modelling 
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3.3.6 Model Validation 

However, to verify this regression model, a validation test was carried out using 5 mm 

dowel hole diameter at two different MC levels (5 and 12 %) while the substrate remains 

constant at 12% moisture content. The result for this validation test is shown in Figure 

3.12 which showed the difference between the experimental values and estimated values 

and as expected the difference was not large. The experimental value was about 3% and 

5% greater than the estimated value for 5% and 12% dowel swelling respectively. 

 

Figure 3. 11 Validation results for the regression equation 
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS  

• No correlation was found between the density and the withdrawal capacity of the 

dowel.  

• Wooden dowel with 1% MC showed the highest withdrawal capacity.  

• There was a very clear linear relationship between the withdrawal resistance and 

the different MC values. The errors between the estimated values and the 

experimental values were less than 5%.  

• The high withdrawal capacity demonstrates that it is possible to achieve a high 

degree of composite action using wooden dowels as connecting elements. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

FLEXURAL PROPERTIES OF DOWNSCALED DOWEL-TYPE-FASTENER 

LAMINATED TIMBER 
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ABSTRACT 

Use of laminated timber in structural buildings has steadily increased in recent years, 

which calls for a need to optimize the design of its assemblies. This study was aimed at 

examining the effects of fastening spacing and fastener type on the flexural properties of 

dowel-type fastener-laminated timbers. Three-layer downscaled nail laminated timber 

(NLT) and dowel laminated timber (DLT) specimens were designed and fabricated using 

nails of 30 mm in length and 2.4 mm in diameter and maple wood dowels of 6 mm in 

diameter and 30 mm in length. Three fastening spacings (i.e., 60 mm, 85 mm and 110 

mm) were used for making NLT specimens, and 60-mm-spacing was used for fabricating 

DLT one.  Two fastening patterns were used, zigzag and straight. The glue-laminated 

timber (GLT) and single laminate specimens of the same dimensions were manufactured 

for comparison purposes. The specimens were tested under third-point bending while the 

apparent modulus of elasticity (MOEapp) and apparent modulus of rupture (MORapp) of 

each specimen were obtained. Results revealed that the 60-mm-spacing NLT specimens 

had an average MOEapp of 10,145 MPa, which was only 2% and 1% higher than 85-mm-

spacing ones, and an average MORapp of 75 MPa, which was 9% and 4% higher than 

110-mm-spacing ones. While for the fastener type, DLT had an average MOEapp of 

10,575 MPa and MORapp of 78 MPa, which were 6% and 4%, respectively, higher than 

NLT one. As for the DLT, the zigzag pattern performed better than the straight one. 

Overall, GLT had the highest MOEapp and MORapp values of 10,775 MPa and 88 MPa, 

which was 6% and 4% higher than NLT, respectively. Findings also revealed that NLT 

had a relatively lower MOEapp variability than DLT. The 60-mm-NLT and zigzag DLT 
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group appeared to exhibit the best performance, which was recommended for full-size 

specimen tests.  

Keywords: Laminated timber, nail, wooden dowel, stiffness, apparent modulus of 

elasticity, apparent modulus of rupture. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the number of structures built with laminated timber (both nail laminated 

timber and dowel laminated timber) has increased steadily, and this trend can be 

attributed to the change in raw wood materials such as small diameter logs. On account of 

the limited size and the heterogeneous nature of trees, the correct assembly of lumber is 

an important issue in the use of lumber. The technologies of end-to-end connection and 

face-to-face lamination are widely used to either increase the size of final products or 

tailor the shape of the pieces or to increase dimensional stability and isotropy (Williams 

et al. 1994). 

Nail laminated timber (NLT) according to (BSLC 2017) can be defined as a solid wood 

structural element created by placing dimension lumber (nominal thickness of 51 mm x 

76 mm, or 102 mm, and width ranging from 102 mm to 305 mm) on edge and fastening 

the individual laminations together with nails. While dowel laminated timber (DLT) is 

similar to NLT in terms of lamination but different in fastening. Instead of nails or 

screws, DLT uses wooden dowels to join laminations together (Figure 4.1). 
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                  (a): NLT 

 

            (b): DLT 

Figure 4.1 NLT and DLT (Source: Structurecraft Builders 2016)  

NLT and DLT are generally oriented so that the greatest bending loads are applied 

parallel to the interlayer planes. The significantly different bending properties that a 

laminated timber can exhibit between strong and weak axes are attributed to interlayer 

slip. If NLT or DLT is subjected to bending about a vertical axis, there is a negligible slip 

between layers. However, if the same panel is subject to bending about a horizontal axis, 

there can be a considerable slip between layers. In some panels, this slip can be so large 

that for all practical purposes, the individual layers will  act independently to resist the 

applied loads. For this reason, laminated timbers are oriented and designed to resist the 

highest bending moments in bending about a vertical axis. When this is done, they are 

classified as vertically laminated assemblies (Winandy 1988). 

The bending strength and stiffness of laminated timber are dependent on many factors 

such as interlayer shear transfer capacity, splice arrangement, thickness to length ratio 

and use of butt-joint reinforcement (if such reinforcement is used). The interlayer shear 

capacity is the amount of load that is transferred by nails per unit area of wood contact 

while the interlayer shear stiffness is the shear stiffness of the nail connections per unit of 
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the contact area. Both the interlayer shear capacity and interlayer shear stiffness increase 

with an increase in the number of the fasteners, fastener bending yield, fastener diameter 

and wood specific gravity (Bohnhoff et al. 1991). Shear transfer capacity is influenced by 

type, size, density, and arrangement of fasteners. As a result of the complex interaction of 

laminated timber variables, there is a need to try different ways of making laminated 

timbers and to define its structural performance. The laminates, which meet at a butt 

joint, may not be connected by any means other than through their connection with 

adjacent laminates. So there may be need to use some reinforcement like a galvanized 

steel sheet. Continuity along the span is provided through butt joints which are staggered, 

the laminates need to be arranged (splice arrangement) and which in turn depends on the 

number of layers and an increase in the number of layers (3 or 4 layers) increases the 

number of ways for arranging the joints (Bohnhoff et al 1991).  

Among these aforementioned factors, research on the effect of nail spacing and pattern 

was conducted. Nail spacing must be selected to provide a sufficient amount of interlayer 

shear capacity because if the interlayer shear capacity is too low, individual connections 

will be overloaded and fail before design bending and shear stresses are reached in the 

wood. While increasing the number of fastener will consequently increase interlayer 

shear capacity, the fastener cannot be increased without bounds, due to the fact that at 

some points, nailing induced stresses will result in wood splitting and premature panel 

failure. And if not instant failure, in the long term the nail holes create weakness in the 

panel and cause failure eventually. 
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This chapter describes a study on the mechanical behavior of NLT, DLT, glue-laminated 

timber (GLT) and solid specimens under flexural tests. The GLT and solid specimens 

were used as reference groups. The chosen range of parameters such as stiffness and 

strength encompass those currently employed as the basis of design code, and others that 

designers might find useful. The evaluation of the effects of nail spacing and nail length 

are interesting to those working in the wood products industries as shorter nails are easy 

to use with a nail gun compared to longer ones which might not be able to use with a nail 

gun. The objective of this chapter was to evaluate the effect of spacing and dowel 

fastener type on the mechanical behaviour (stiffness and strength properties) of fastener-

laminated timber, which was accomplished by experimental testing of NLT and DLT in 

comparison with glue-laminated timber and solid wood.  

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS  

All the test work was carried out at the Wood Science and Technology Centre, the 

University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, Canada, involving detailed experimental 

investigation on parameters affecting the mechanical behaviour of NLT and DLT under 

bending tests.  

4.2.1 Lumber 

The 2x6 Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) lumber of No. 2 and better was used, which had the 

dimensions of 38 mm in thickness, 140 mm in width, and 3,600 mm in length. The 

density of each lumber piece was determined using volume by measurement (using the 

ratio of the mass of each lumber to the volume). The overall moisture content (MC) of 
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each lumber piece was measured at two different locations randomly selected with a 

moisture meter (Model: Wagner MMI 1100) to ensure the lumber used had a similar MC. 

Three-point static bending test was performed to assess the modulus of elasticity (MOE) 

for every single lumber piece. A load was applied using dead weights applied at the mid-

span on the wide face of a lumber piece (Figure 4.2). The span used was 3000 mm. A 50-

mm linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) was placed under the lumber at the 

location of the applied load to measure the deflection at mid-span. After applying a 

weight (i.e., pre-load) of 22 N (4.9 lb), the LVDT was zeroed; the deflection was 

immediately recorded after the second weight of 136 N (30.5 lbs) was applied. To 

eliminate the influence of annual ring orientation and any warping effect on the stiffness, 

the deflection of each lumber was measured twice by applying the weight on the two 

surfaces by turning over the lumber specimen. The MOE of individual lumber piece was 

calculated using Equation (4.1). 

𝑀𝑂𝐸 =
𝑃𝑙3

4𝑏𝑑3∆
                                (4.1) 
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(a) : Schematic of the three-point static bending test 

 

(b) Photograph showing three-point bending test set-up  

Figure 4.2 Three-point test set-up for MOE measurement  

4.2.2 Fasteners 

The ring shank nails are made from wire and with a shank body, which is available in a 

wide variety of size and types. This type of nail is designed for structures exposed to high 

vibration levels and heavy-duty tasks and has three times more holding capacity than a 

standard smooth shank nail (Winistorfer and Bender, 1995). They have a 30% higher 

yield strength than common wire nails as specified by National Design Specification 

(NDS 1991). The nails used for this study have a shank diameter of 2.4 mm and an 
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overall length of 30 mm. The wooden dowels used were made of maple wood by 

Alexandria Moulding Company with an average density of 520 kg/m3.  

The average diameter of the wooden dowel was 6 mm and was dimensioned to 80 mm in 

length. The adhesive used for making GLT specimens was premium polyurethane 

construction adhesive. This adhesive has only one component (active glue) which has a 

high resistance to water and humidity. 

4.2.3 Fabrication of downscaled laminated test specimen 

Lumber pieces were selected in such a way that their densities and MOE were within a 

range of one standard deviation from the mean value of the lumber used as this could 

minimize the influence of density and stiffness variation on lumber. The MC of lumber at 

fabrication of specimens was at 12±3%. Each downscaled three-layer laminated 

specimen used had overall dimensions of 30 mm thickness, 44 mm wide, and 730 mm 

long, the dimensions were logically selected to ensure the length-width ratio is up to 17 in 

other to minimize the effect of shear.  

Three nail spacing (i.e., 60, 85 and 110 mm) were used in fabrication of NLT (Figure 4.3) 

and the nails were arranged in a zigzag pattern, while fixed spacing (60 mm) was used for 

DLT with two pattern, zigzag dowel laminated timber (ZDLT) and straight dowel 

laminated timber (SDLT) (Figure 4.4). 5.0 mm dowel hole diameter was used, and the 

moisture content for the wooden dowel was 1%, which was determined in Chapter 3. The 

lead hole/diameter hole and moisture content were based on the best pilot hole in the 
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withdrawal resistance. The wood samples were pre-drilled, and the dowels were inserted 

manually with a hammer.  

Three layers NLT and DLT, solid lumber and glue-laminated timber (GLT) (Figure 4.5) 

specimens were fabricated with eleven replicates each. GLT of the same dimensions with 

NLT were fabricated with polyurethane adhesive and pressed with a gluing pressure of 

0.70 MPa. To guarantee a perfect bonding, the panels were kept under the high pressure 

for a few hours and were allowed to cure for about seven days before testing. All GLT 

specimens were made in accordance with CSA 0122-16. The entire specimen (NLT, 

DLT, solid and GLT) were kept in the conditioning chamber prior to testing, and this is to 

maintain the moisture content to the ambient condition of about 12%. The panels were 

trimmed to the target size to get smooth edges of the final test specimens.  

 

Figure 4.3 Nail spacing in NLT specimens 
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(a) Zigzag wooden dowel laminated timber (ZDLT) 

 

(c) Straight wooden dowel laminated timber (SDLT) 

Figure 4.4 Dowel patterns used in DLT (Units: mm) 

   

(a) : Photograph of three layers NLT      (b): Photograph of three layers GLT 

Figure 4.5 Finished NLT and GLT specimens 
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4.2.4 Four-point bending test 

Four-point static bending test in accordance with ASTM Standard D198 (2015) was 

performed to assess the mechanical performance of the specimen under load, and the 

load-deflection curve was obtained. The test set up results in a constant moment span of 

approximately 21-times element thickness as this is quite important for an exact 

determination of bending stiffness because the influence of shear deformation is 

negligible. Universal Testing Machine (Model: MTS 810) in the Wood Science and 

Technology Centre, the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, Canada, (Figure 4.6) 

was used to apply load. The deflection of the specimen was registered at mid-span with a 

linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). Force was applied at a rate of 2 mm/min 

such that failure occurred within 10 minutes. Apparent modulus of elasticity MOEapp for 

each specimen tested was calculated using Equation (4.2) while the apparent modulus of 

rupture MORapp was calculated using Equation (4.3). 

𝑀𝑂𝐸𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
23𝑃𝐿3

108𝑏𝑑3∆
                        (4.2) 

                                            𝑀𝑂𝑅𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐿

𝑏𝑑2                                 (4.3) 

Where L is the span (mm), b is width (mm), d is thickness (mm), P is the load applied 

(N), Δ is the deflection at a given load (P), Pmax is the ultimate load (N).  
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(a) Schematic of the test set up 

 

(b): MTS 810 Universal Testing System 

Figure 4.6 Four-point static bending test diagram
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.3.1 MC, Density and MOE distribution of lumber 

The average MC of lumber measured was 14% while average density was 440 kg/m3 and 

the MOE was 11,165 MPa (Table 4.1). Figure 4.7 shows a histogram of the MOE of all 

the lumber pieces sampled. It can be found that the MOE data can be described by a 

normal distribution. The lumber used in this study had an MOE value within the range of 

one standard deviation (1,863 MPa).  The lumber pieces were later selected for each 

group to eliminate the effect of density and MOE on the flexural properties (Table 4.2). 

The analysis of variance carried out on the nominal density and MOE among the seven 

groups showed that there is no significant difference in the density and MOE used for all 

the groups. 

Table 4.1 Average property of experimental lumber supply 

 MC Density MOE 

Mean 14 % 440 kg/m3 11,165 MPa 

CV (%) 11.8 8.8 20.6 
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Figure 4.7 Distribution of MOE values of the lumber used 

Table 4.2 Density and MOE of lumber for each group 

Group Density (kg/m3) MOE (MPa) 

Type Nailing 

pattern 

Spacing Max Min Mean Max Min Mean 

 

NLT 

 

Zig zag 

 

60 mm 444 385 431 11305 10522 10939 

85 mm 443 431 439 11372 10581 10991 

110 mm 446 378 430 11298 10472 10927 

DLT Zig zag 60 mm 

 

435 409 422 11285 10523 10904 

Straight 440 411 426 11301 10694 10998 

GLT - - 442 414 435 11386 10587 10962 

One 

layer 

- Single 

laminate 

445 400 433 11394 10607 10961 
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4.3.2 Response of deflection to load 

Figure 4.8 plots the average load-deflection curves of all seven groups tested. It can be 

found that all the groups show a linear load-displacement relationship until a certain 

percentage of the peak load, i.e. the limit of proportionality (PL), followed by an 

increasing non-linear portion until the peak load. The sharp break shown in the NLT 

group curve can be attributed to the nail holes present in the specimen. The pronounced 

nonlinearity of the load-displacement curve relationship is a clear indication that nail 

joints are contributing significantly to the stiffness of the assembly. From the load-

deflection graph, it can also be seen that there was no abrupt decrease in flexural load 

capacity after initial cracking.  

The graph shows that after initial cracking, there was minimal or slow crack growth, 

which suggests that the crack propagation has been minimized by the lamination process 

and the parallel orientation of the grains. Nearly all the load-deflection curves for all the 

groups look similar. The sharp break in the specimen as shown in the load-deflection 

curve indicates that the specimen failed as a whole but not as an individual for all the 

groups. The zig-zag in the curve is more pronounced in the NLT and WDLT series and 

this is attributed to the presence of nails and wooden dowel which creates holes and 

subsequently weakness in the specimen with prolong loading. These three NLT and 

WDLT groups also showed a slight difference in peak loads with increasing nail spacing, 

which could be because the propagation of cracks from nail to nail becomes easier when 

the nail holes, acting as introduced defects, are located closer to each other. 
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Figure 4.8 Typical load-displacement curves of seven groups tested 

Table 4.3 Average peak load, limit of proportion (PL) and stiffness of the groups 

Group Peak load 

(kN) 

CV 

(%) 

PL (kN) CV 

(%) 

Stiffness 

(kN/mm) 

CV 

(%) 

60-mm NLT 4.3 13 2.9 7 426 19 

85-mm NLT 4.2 17 2.7 8 420 16 

110-mm NLT 4.0 18 2.4 9 406 19 

ZDLT 4.5 14 3.0 7 435 16 

SDLT 4.3 16 2.9 8 430 20 

GLT 5.0 17 3.2 6 440 16 

Single laminate 4.9 21 3.0 9 442 21 
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Table 4.3 summarizes the peak load, PL and stiffness values for each group. The peak 

load of each group, from which it can be found that 60 mm among the NLT had the 

highest peak load of 4.3 kN, 85 mm had a peak load of 4.2 kN while 110 mm had the 

lowest peak load of 4.0 kN. For the wooden dowel, ZDLT had a peak load of 4.5 kN 

while SWDLT had a peak load of 4.3 kN, ZDLT value was 6% greater than average 

NLT. GLT had a peak load of 5.0 kN, while unfastened had a peak load of 4.9 kN. It was 

not surprising to observe much lower peak load values for dowel panels compared to the 

glued one because the GLT specimen was bonded together intimately and thereby formed 

a glue line that helped hold the laminates together strongly compared to the dowel ones 

which were nailed at intervals. Also, the GLT specimens having reached the yield point 

still took a substantial amount of load before failure because they behaved like a whole 

panel. The peak load of the GLT was 16%, 4%, and 2% higher than NLT, DLT, and 

single laminate groups and no significant difference exist.  

The PL varied between 2.4 kN and 3.2 kN for all the groups. Among the three NLT 

groups, 60 mm attained a higher PL very close to the peak load while 85 mm and 110 

mm took a considerably higher load after reaching PL before attaining the peak load 

(failure occurred). This large difference between PL and peak load in the nailing series 

could be attributed to the nailing spacing as evidence that no nail hole to nail hole 

propagation occurred in the specimen., Also for DLT, GLT and solid, they had similar PL 

value like that of NLT and there is no really significant difference in the PL among the 

groups. Overall, GLT and unfastened had a very large difference between the PL and the 

peak load.  
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In Eurocode 5, the assembly deformation is called service stiffness. The stiffer the 

assembly, the greater the breaking force necessary, and the lower the plastic deformation. 

Based on the slope of the graph, it can be concluded that out of the three NLT, 60 mm 

had the highest stiffness value, closely followed by 85 mm while 110 mm had the lowest 

stiffness value. The NLT groups did increase in stiffness significantly with decreasing 

nail spacing, however, beyond a certain number of nails the improvement may start to 

decrease until it ceases all together which could suggest that the composite elements were 

intimately joined regardless of the number of nails. Alam and Ansell (2012) varied the 

effect of nail density (number of nails) on NLT. They observed that specimen with the 

second highest number of nails had the highest stiffness value. However, they were able 

to conclude that stiffness stops increasing beyond a certain number of nails as the 

laminate-to-laminate joint approaches a rigid connection.  

This finding also agrees with the result of Tjondro et al. (2011) who worked on the 

flexural strength and rigidity of albasia nail-laminated beam. Using different types of 

beam, rectangular, I-shape and box, they ascertained that the rectangular beam which has 

the highest number of nails had the highest load capacity and stiffness. ZDLT had a 

higher initial stiffness value of 435 kN/mm while SDLT had an initial stiffness of 430 

kN/mm. ZDLT appeared to be stiffer than the SDLT when the stiffness was critically 

evaluated. The alternating arrangement of the dowel could be said to have caused a slight 

difference in the stiffness of the panel. DLT stiffness value is approximately 4% higher 

than average NLT stiffness value.  
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The previous study by Bocquet (2007) showed that wooden dowels could be used to form 

a good compatible joint by inserting a dowel through the layers without any adhesive. 

Good results were obtained by maintaining the two pieces of substrate tightly joined 

together using a clamp. 

Among all the seven groups, single laminate and GLT had the highest stiffness value 

very close to each other; this is as a result of the adhesive used in joining the laminates 

together. GLT showed higher stiffness compared to the dowel group due to the rigidly 

connected wood layers which provides full composite action when the assembly was 

loaded. Single laminate had the stiffness value close to GLT and about 6 % and 2 % 

higher than NLT and WDLT. The analysis of variance showed no significant difference 

exists in the peak load, PL and stiffness among the groups.  

4.3.3 Failure Modes 

In accordance with ASTM D143 (2014), six failure modes were found to occur in small 

clear wood specimens under bending tests, which are used as a reference to discuss the 

failure modes occurred in this study. For the three NLT groups, it was observed during 

testing that the crack(s) propagated horizontally from nail to nail along a path parallel to 

the grain axis for some of the specimen, resulting in a simple tension failure mode 

(Figure 4.9). The crack propagates horizontally to both sides of the specimen where the 

loads were applied. It was observed that there is no evidence of delamination or nail 

withdrawal in all the NLT groups. Similar failure mode (simple tension) was observed in 

all the NLT groups. DLT groups exhibit nearly the same failure mode as that of NLT, but 
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the crack(s), however, does/do not propagate along the dowel line. GLT and solid lumber 

also exhibit simple tension mode as shown in Figure 4.9. 

The crack initiated at the centre of the specimen for the entire groups. However, some 

crack propagation in the groups initiated from the knots close to the centre of the 

specimen and propagated along the grain, thereby leading to their failure. There was no 

physical sign of nail withdrawal or pull out in any of the groups. The lamination process 

in the entire group thus converts the brittle matrix into a ductile material. The lamination 

serves as crack arrester in the tension mode. Although the beams had reserved capacity 

after the first failure, it was felt that the redistribution of stresses in the member after the 

first bending failure might cause additional difficulties in the interpretation of results. 
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(a) Simple Tension in 60-mm NLT  (b) Simple Tension in 85-mm NLT 

 

   

(c)Simple Tension in 110-mm NLT  (d) Tensile splitting in ZDLT 

   

(e) Splitting in SDLT    (f) Failure in GLT specimen 

 

(g) Failure mode in single laminate 

Figure 4.9 Failure modes of sample specimens under bending 
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4.3.4 MOEapp and MORapp  

Figure 4.10 shows the average MOEapp and MORapp values of the groups. The 60 mm 

nail spacing group had the highest MOEapp value of 10,145 MPa among the NLT while 

85 mm had MOEapp value of 9,941 MPa and 110 mm had the least MOEapp value of 

9,254 MPa. The 60 mm nail spacing had the highest MOEapp could be attributed to the 

specimen having the largest number of nails and lowest nail spacing, i.e., the nails in this 

group were closer to each other than in the other groups. The same trend occurred for 

MORapp, 60 mm had the highest MORapp of 75 MPa, while 85 mm had a value of 74 MPa 

and 110 mm showed the least MORapp value of 69 MPa. 

ZDLT had higher MOEapp and MORapp values of 10,517 MPa and 78 MPa, respectively, 

compared to Group SDLT which had values of 10,337 MPa and 76 MPa. Analysis of 

variance showed no significant difference exist between ZDLT and SDLT. The 

experimental testing of DLT specimens indicates that this product has a great potential 

for use in structural engineering applications. Despite the higher mechanical properties 

regarding flexural properties of DLT, another added advantage is a viable recycling 

opportunity. Ultimately, it can be found that unfastened specimen had the highest 

MOEapp and MORapp values of 10,836 MPa and 84 MPa respectively, closely followed by 

GLT which had a MOEapp value of 10,775 MPa and 88 MPa. The high values from GLT 

suggest adhesives can hold much better than nails as this will eliminate the need to make 

holes in the timber thereby improve the mechanical strength and stiffness of the panels as 

the creation of holes using nails constitute to the panel weakness with time. Also using 

adhesive can prevent splitting of the wood as driving nails into the wood can cause 
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splitting especially along the nail line. This is because splitting on its own will limit the 

ultimate strength of the panel (Bohnhoff et al. 1991).  

Many studies have shown that vertically laminating members are associated with an 

increase in design bending stress (i.e., an increase over that which would be assigned to 

individual members) (Bonnicksen and Suddarth 1991, Wolfe and Moody 1979). Findings 

from this study revealed that though laminating may not significantly increase the 

average MORapp of the assembly, the CV for the assembly's MORapp is lower than that of 

the single members due to load sharing between members. It was established that losses 

in the strength of nailed laminated timber connections could occur as a result of an 

increase in the number of nails beyond a certain point (Williams et al. 1994) though it 

might improve the strength up to an extent but will ultimately cause failure as the nail 

holes created weakness with time.  
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(a)  Comparison of MOEapp between groups 

 

(b) Comparison of MORapp between groups  

Figure 4. 10 Comparison of the bending properties among seven groups tested 
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4.3.5 ANOVA analysis 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out at a 5% significance level to test the 

effect of the nailing pattern on MOEapp and MORapp between the groups. It was 

discovered that significant difference exists among these groups and the interaction 

between them, as a result of this, a follow-up analysis was carried out using the Duncan 

Multiple Range Test (DMRT) to show the level of significant difference among groups. 

The result in Table 4.4 shows that there is a significant difference in MOEapp between the 

NLT groups, DLT groups, GLT and unfastened. However, there is no significant 

difference between GLT and solid. While for MORapp, a significant difference exists 

between GLT and all other groups, but, there is no significant difference between the 

NLT and DLT groups. 

Table 4. 4 Duncan Multiple Range Test 

Group MOEapp (MPa) MORapp (MPa) 

60-mm NLT 10145ab 75a 

85-mm NLT 9941a 74a 

110-mm NLT 9254a 69a 

ZDLT 10575b 78a 

SDLT 10337ab 76a 

GLT 10775b 88b 

Single laminate 10836b 84ab 

Note: Values with the same letter show that there is no significant difference and values 

with different letter suggest that there is a significant difference and values with 2 letters 

suggest there is significant difference however can be used as an alternative 
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

From the above results and discussion, the following conclusions could be drawn: 

• Whether the nailing spacing (number of nails) controlled the failure or limited the 

ultimate strength of an assembly could not be stated with any degree of certainty 

as there was no significant difference in the mechanical properties tested among 

the groups tested. 

• There was no significant difference in the strength property among the NLT and 

DLT groups, but the stiffness increased to some degree with increasing number of 

nails. 

• Simple tensile splitting dominated the failure mode for all the groups and that the 

crack initiated at the centre of a specimen for all the groups. 

• The 60-mm-nailing spacing appeared to be optimal for NLT, generating the best 

performance, which was recommended for the next step research on the 

verification tests of full-size NLT, while the ZDLT was of better performance 

than SDLT. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

BENDING PERFORMANCE OF FULL-SCALE DOWEL-TYPE FASTENER-

LAMINATED TIMBER 
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ABSTRACT 

Laminated wood products are used in construction of large structures due to their large 

sizes, stiffness, strength and minimized strength-reducing characteristics. During the 

development of nail laminated timber (NLT) and subsequently dowel laminated timber 

(DLT) in the last few decades, research has been carried out to explore their mechanical 

behaviour. This study was aimed at assessing the bending stiffness and strength 

performance of various types of  full-scale laminated timber beams. Full-scale 7-layer 

dowel-type fastener-laminated timber beams were manufactured with two fastener 

spacings (250 mm and 450 mm), two fastener types (nails and wooden dowels), and two 

fastening patterns (parallel and inclined nailing). The effect of butt joints on NLT beams 

was also examined using limited tests. Third-point bending tests were conducted to assess 

the bending properties of the beams which mainly included apparent modulus of 

elasticity (MOEapp) and apparent modulus of rupture (MORapp). Failure modes were 

recorded. Findings revealed that group NS2 made with 89-mm-long nails and 250-mm 

nailing spacing had average MOEapp and MORapp of 11,724 MPa and 34 MPa, which 

were 4% and 9%, respectively, higher than group NM4 made with 102-mm-long nails 

and 450-mm nailing spacing which are recommended in the Canadian Standard CSA 

O86. The NLT beams had average MOEapp of 11,534 MPa and MORapp of 32 MPa that 

were 2% and 16% higher than DLT ones, respectively. The fastening pattern did not have 

a significant effect on the bending properties of fastener-laminated beams. The average 

MOEapp values of the unspliced and spliced (i.e. with butt joint) NLT beams were 11,500 

MPa and 6,100 MPa, which were 5.6% and 100% lower than those of GLT ones. While 

for MORapp, they were 28% and 100% lower than GLT ones. The failure modes observed 
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for all the unspliced NLT and DLT beams were similar, which were mainly caused by 

knots and holes. The failure mode of the spliced beam was largely caused by slip between 

layers. The failure of GLT beams was mainly dominated by fracture in the bottom 

layer(s) due to the tensile stresses. It could be concluded that the nails used in group NS2 

could be used in the manufacturing of NLT beams. Likewise, DLT could also be used as 

an alternative for NLT. 

Keywords: Nail laminated timber, dowel laminated timber, apparent modulus of 

elasticity, apparent modulus of rupture, fastening patterns, butt joint, failure modes.  
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5.1 INTRODUCTION  

Laminated timber products are fabricated to complement dimension lumber and small 

logs in construction sector. The large sizes and suitable strength of these products allow 

themselves to be an alternative to concrete and steel components in many building 

applications. The laminating process minimizes strength-reducing characteristics, such as 

knots and slope of grain, resulting in a structural member having more uniform strength 

and stiffness properties than those of solid sawn lumber. Laminated timber products 

mainly include adhesive-laminated timber (such as glue laminated timber and cross 

laminated timber) and dowel-type fastener-laminated timber (such as nail laminated 

timber and dowel laminated timber) (Hong 2017). Most of the dowel-type fastener-

laminated timber (DFLT) assemblies are designed as vertically laminated components 

since interlayer slip in most horizontally mechanically laminated assemblies can reduce 

the amount of composite action to a point where there is little advantage in laminating 

(Aicher 2003). For glue-laminated timber (GLT), it was assumed that neighboring layers 

were perfectly bonded generating rigid joints, in other word, no relative movement 

between the layers glued together. 

DFLT offers many economic, structural performance and environmental advantages, 

which mainly consists of nail laminated timber (NLT) and wooden dowel laminated 

timber (DLT). However, because of its limited commercial availability and product 

familiarization and applications, the use of DFLT in buildings is only recently introduced 

to North America (BSLC 2017). Though there are some standards regarding the 

production of DFLT (such as CSA 2014a), most of these standards are outdated and are 
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in need of updating. Therefore, there is a need to try different ways of making DFLT and 

to define its structural performance in North America. Dowel-type fastening (such as 

nails and wooden dowels) and adhesively bonding are the two major ways of joining 

timber layers together; it would be imperative to assess the behaviour of the panels 

manufactured with these two different methods.  

Over the last few decades since the development of NLT and subsequently DLT, many 

studies have been carried out to explore their mechanical behaviour. Bocquet (2007) 

worked on the mechanical properties of laminated timber beam joined with two dowel 

fasteners, 88.9mm long nails and 10mm long beech wooden dowels with a fastening 

spacing of 280 mm. His results revealed that the strength and stiffness properties of these 

laminated timber products were mainly dependent on fastener type, fastener diameter, 

fastener length, fastener spacing, and wood species. Alam and Ansell (2012) examined 

the effect of different nail spacing on the flexural properties of NLT specimens. They 

discovered that in nailing series with wide nail spacing and minimum number of nails (47 

nails), tensile fracture did not visibly propagate (spread) from nail to nail while in the 

nailing series with small spacing and large number of nails (93 nails), tensile fracture 

propagated from nail to nail along a path parallel to the grain axis. They asserted that 

using small quantity of nails on a panel could minimize splitting. The flexural strength 

and stiffness increased as the number of nails increased, however, beyond a certain 

number of nails used, the strength and stiffness ceased to increase because cracks from 

one joint to another became prominent as the nail holes act as introduced defects. They, 
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however, believed that this could be a consequence of having low variability in the 

number of nails used.   

The two major problems occurred in the end uses of DFLT are the large deflection, which 

is governed by bending properties, and the delamination which is governed by connection 

properties. Irrespective of structure type or material, structural systems can behave as a 

unit only with the proper and correct interconnection of the components and assemblies 

(Holstein 2011).  

The relative movement and damage occurred in mechanical timber connections are, apart 

from material properties, dependent on the placement of fasteners. In the stadards such as 

CSA O86 “Engineering design in wood” (CSA 2014a) and CSA S6 “Canadian Highway 

bridge design code” (CSA 2014b), there are recommendations regarding minimum 

spacings between fasteners and miminum distances between fastener and end / edge of 

timber members. Even though the recommendations are followed, brittle failures such as 

splitting can result, where it is not the fastener in itself that limits the resistance, but 

rather the surrounding timber (Aicher 2003).  

CSA O86 (CSA 2014a) specifies some connection requirements for fabrication of NLT. 

Nails used to spike the laminations together shall be at least 102 mm (4 in) long for 38 

mm thick laminations and 152 mm (6 in) long for 64 mm thick laminations (Figure 5.1). 

It shall be spiked together with a staggered single row of nails at intervals of not more 

than 450 mm in the row for depth of 140 mm or less. 
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 Figure 5.1 Nailing details stipulated in CSA 2014a  

Nails that are shorter than 102 mm (4 in) in length are preferred to nail 38mm thick 

lumber laminates at closer nail spacing since it is deemed to be more practical with a nail 

gun. In addition to the length of nail, the nailing spacing and placement are of interest. In 

Chapter 4 it was shown that fastening spacings used in the downscaled specimens 

behaved similarly in terms of stiffness and bending moment.  

The main focus of this chapter was to assess the bending performance of full-scale beam-

like laminated timber specimens manufactured with dowel-type fasteners and an 

adhesive. The fastener types, fastener length, and fastening spacing were taken into 

account. In addition, the effect of butt joints was also examined in an exploratory way, 

and the glue-laminated timber specimens were fabricated and tested for comparison 

purpose.  
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5.2 MATERIALS AND METHOD 

5.2.1 Lumber 

Spruce-Pine-Fir (SPF) lumber of No. 2 and better Grade were used, which had the 

dimensions of 38 mm in thickness, 140 mm in width, and 3,660 mm in length. The 

density of each lumber was determined by measuring the mass and volume of each piece. 

The overall moisture content (MC) of each lumber piece was measured at two different 

locations randomly selected with a moisture meter (Model: Wagner MMI 1100) to ensure 

all the lumber pieces used had a similar MC. The long-span three-point static bending test 

was performed to assess the modulus of elasticity (MOE) for every single lumber piece at 

a span of 3000 mm. The load was applied using dead weights applied at the mid-span on 

the wide face of a lumber piece. A 50 mm linear variable differential transformer 

(LVDT) was placed under the lumber at the location of the applied load to measure the 

deflection at mid-span. After applying a weight (i.e., pre-load) of 22 N (4.9 lbs), the 

LVDT was zeroed; the deflection was immediately recorded after the second weight of 

136 N (30.5 lbs) was applied. To eliminate the influence of annual ring orientation and 

any warping effect on the stiffness, the deflection of each lumber was measured twice by 

applying the weight on the two surfaces by turning over the lumber specimen. 

5.2.2 Fastener and Adhesive 

The type of nails used to construct the NLT was selected based on two criteria: (1) the 

length of the nails should be long enough to penetrate through the thicknesses of two 

lumber pieces as specified in (CSA 2014a) and shown in Figure 5.2 and (2) installation 
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should be efficient in terms of constructability. Three lengths of 89 mm, 102 mm and 127 

mm (3.5, 4 and 5 inches) long spiral nail was used in the fabrication of the NLT (Figure 

5.4). The nails were driven using a pneumatic framing nail pump hammer. The wooden 

dowels used were made of hickory  (Carya ovate) (a hardwood of a density of 852 

kg/m3), which had a diameter of 11 mm (0.43”) and a length of 470 mm (18.5”) (long 

enough to go through the 7 laminations. The wooden dowels (6% MC) at purchase were 

oven dry and 10.7 mm pilot hole was used 

 A premium polyurethane structural adhesive was used in the production of GLT in 

accordance with CSA O122 (16). This adhesive is mainly used for fabricating wood 

components such as structural finger joints, I-joists, laminated veneer lumber, vertical 

studs, and glulam beams. Table 5.1 shows the beam specification. 

   

(a) Spiral shank nail  (b) Hickory wooden dowel (Carya ovate)  

Figure 5.2 Fastener types used in this study 
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 5.2.3 Panel Fabrication 

Lumber pieces were randomly selected in such a way that their densities and MOE were 

within a range of one standard deviation from the mean value of the lumber used as this 

could minimize the influence of density and stiffness variation on lumber. The MC of 

lumber at fabrication of specimens was 12±3%. As shown in Figure 5.3, two nail 

spacings of 250 mm and 450 mm were used in the fabrication of seven (7) layers NLT 

and the nails were arranged in a zigzag pattern. For the 5 inches parallel nailing, two 

layers were nailed together instead of an individual layer. While for 45° each layer was 

nailed at 45° (inclined) (Figure 5.3).  

A group of specimens without fasteners and a group of glue-laminated timber (GLT) 

specimens were used as well. Glue was applied on the surface of each layer for making 

GLT beam specimens at a rate of 200g/m2, and they were pressed after the layup of all 

the seven layers with a pressure of 0.7MPa and were allowed to set for 4 hours and cured 

for 48 hours before testing according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. Figure 5.4 

shows the full-scale size of seven-layer beams while Table 5.1 shows the beam 

specifications. 
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Table 5.1 Laminated beam specification details 

No Group Code Fastener size 

and type (mm) 

Spacing 

(mm) 

Fastening 

pattern 

Replica

tes 

1  

 

 

NLT 
 

NS2 89 (nail) 250  

 

Parallel 
 

3 

2 NL2 127 (nail) 250 3 

3 NL4 127 (nail) 450 3 

4 NM4 102 (nail) 450 3 

5 NL2I 127 (nail) 250  Inclined 3 

6 NL4I 127 (nail) 450  Inclined 3 

7 ZDLT ZDLT 11 Ø (dowel) 250 Parallel 3 

8 SDLT SDLT 11 Ø (dowel) 250 Parallel 3 

9 Glue-

laminated 

GLT Glue / / 3 

10 Unfastened  Solid No fastener / / 3 

11 NLT with 

butt joints A 

NBA 89 (nail) 250   

 

Parallel 

 

1 

12 NLT with 

butt joints B 

NBB 89 (nail) 250  1 

13 NLT with 

butt joints C 

NBC 89 (nail) 250  1 
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(a) NLT 

 
(b) Nailing pattern 
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(c) Inclined arrangement of 127-mm nails 

 
(d) Parallel arrangement of 89-mm nails 

Figure 5.3 Fastener pattern and spacing 

 where a is spacing between fasteners in a row, b is end distance, c is edge distance, and d 

is spacing between rows of fasteners. 

 

    

Figure 5.4 Full scale seven-layer laminated timber 
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Three kinds of full-scale NLT specimen with butt joints were manufactured (see Table 

5.1) and tested to evaluate the effect of butt joint on the strength and stiffness of NLT 

panel. CSA (2014a) indicates “laminations not extending over at least one support is 

allowed in NLT panels, but this short lamination should be flanked by laminations that 

rest on both supports of that span and should be separated by at least six laminations in 

that span, each of which extends over at least one support. A strip taken from the middle 

of a panel is designated as “NLT with butt joints A”.  Another NLT specimen with a butt 

joint in each lamination is designed and designated as “NLT with butt joints B”. 

NLT with butt joints randomly arranged is given in Table 6.5.11.4 in CSA. Butt joints 

staggered in adjacent planks shall be spaced not less than 610 mm. Joints in the same 

general line should be separated by at least two intervening courses. An NLT specimen 

met the requirement above is designated as “NLT with butt joint C”, Figure 5.5.  
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Figure 5.5 Specimens of NLT with butt joints 

5.2.4 Four-point bending test 

The length (L) of the laminated beam was 3.66 m, with 140 mm depth and 267 mm 

width. The test span was 2.82 m.  Consequently, the span-to-depth ratio was 

approximately 20. Four-point static bending test in accordance with ASTM Standard 

D198 (2015) was performed to assess the mechanical performance of each specimen at a 

span of 20. A Universal Testing Machine (Model: MTS 810) available in the Wood 

Science and Technology Centre, the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, Canada, 

was used. The deflection of the specimen was recorded at mid-span with two linear 

variable differential transformers (LVDT) on each beam, (Figure 5.6). Load was applied 

at a rate of 5 mm/min such that failure occurred within 15 minutes. The load, crosshead 
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movement, two LVDT readings, elapsed time were recorded using a build-in data logger 

at a frequency of 2 Hz.  

 

 

Figure 5.6 Experimental setup for bending test 

5.2.5 Calculation 

The parameters of interest from the full-scale bending tests are the ultimate load, failure 

mode, effective stiffness (EI), apparent modulus of elasticity (MOEapp), maximum 

bending moment capacity (Mr), and apparent modulus of rupture (MORapp). Equations 

5.1 to 5.4 as adopted by (ASTM D198-2015) were used in the calculations. The load-

deflection curves were plotted to understand the mechanical behaviour of the beams and 

to comparatively characterize the stiffness and strength performance of each group. The 

strength of each specimen was calculated from the ultimate load recorded while the 

effective bending stiffness was taken as the slope of the line between 10% and 40% of the 

ultimate load, as illustrated in Figure 5.7.  
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Figure 5.7 Effective bending stiffness calculation 

𝐸𝐼 =
𝑃𝑎

24∆
(3𝑙2 − 4 (

𝑙

3
)

2

)                                             (5.1) 

𝑀𝑂𝐸𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
23𝑃𝑙3

108𝑏𝑑3∆
                                                     (5.2) 

𝑀𝑟 =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙

6
                                                                 (5.3) 

𝑀𝑂𝑅𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙

𝑏𝑑2                                                       (5.4) 

Where l is the span, b is width, d is depth, P is the load applied, Δ is the deflection at a 

given load, Pmax is the ultimate load, EI is the effective bending stiffness, and Mr is the 

moment capacity.  
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5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.3.1 Properties of lumber 

The average MC of lumber measured was 12 % while average density was 448 kg/m3 and 

the MOE was 10,225 MPa (Table 5.2). The lumber used in this study had an average 

MOE value of 10,255 MPa with a standard deviation of 1,863 MPa.  The lumber pieces 

were later selected randomly for each group to eliminate the effect of density and MOE 

on the flexural properties (Table 5.3). The analysis of variance carried out on the density 

and MOE among the thirteen groups showed that there was no significant difference, at a 

confidence level of 95 %, in the density and MOE used for all the groups which suggests 

that the difference in materials was minimal between the groups.  

Table 5.2  Properties of the lumber and wooden dowel used  

 Lumber Wooden Dowel 

 Density MOE  Density 

Mean 448 kg/m3 10,255 MPa 852 kg/m3 

Count 250 250 140 

CV 12% 21% 4% 
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Table 5.3 Mean density and MOE of lumber for each group 

No Group Density (kg/m3) MOE (MPa) 

1 NS2 432 10,012 

2 NL2 437 10,148 

3 NL4 452 10,172 

4 NM4 446 10,059 

5 NL2I 442 10,116 

6 NL4I 450 10,682 

7 ZWDLT 441 10,181 

8 SWDLT 452 10,210 

9 GLT 454 10,272 

10 Solid 442 10,119 

11 NBA 451 10,023 

12 NBB 434 10,255 

13 NBC 460 10,101 
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5.3.2 Load-Displacement Responses 

The average load-deflection curves obtained from all the beams are shown in Figure 5.8. 

All the curves initially show linear behaviour until the first crack appeared in the tension 

zone of a beam. Test results showed a large variation in the measured stiffnesses and 

peak loads for NLT without butt joints (unspliced NLT), NLT with butt joint (spliced 

NLT), DLT and GLT. Unspliced NLT stiffness and peak load were almost twice as large 

as those of spliced NLT. 

Nearly all the unspliced NLT beams reached about 80 % of their peak loads before the 

first crack occurred except for NL2I which had its first and second crack at about 40% 

and 70 % of its peak load, respectively. Careful observation into the failed beam revealed 

that the presence and number of 5-inch-long nails at a closed nail spacing could have 

contributed to the stress occurred in the beam. This might have reduced the performance 

of the beam as there was visible nail-to-nail crack propagation and this created a 

weakness in the beam thereby causing the initial crack before reaching the expected yield 

load. NL4I was able to reach a higher load capacity without any failure at the initial stage 

until about 80% of the peak load. NS2 and NL4I exhibited good stiffness properties as 

revealed in Figure 5.8. DLT had its initial cracking at almost same percentage (80%) as 

that of the unspliced NLT, while GLT had its initial cracking at about 87% of its peak 

load.  

Among the three spliced NLT beams (NBA, NBB, and NBC), NBB showed a lower 

stiffness compared to the other two groups. This is attributed to the fact that splice 
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arrangement and number of butt joints do have an effect on the bending properties of a 

beam. NBA, NBB, and NBC had their initial cracking at 73%, 74% and 83% of their 

peak loads, respectively.  

The initial stiffness of the beams were carefully examined due to the fact that the 

laminations may not be aligned equally during production as this might cause the load to 

be concentrated on some laminations at the initial loading. The curves revealed a 

transition point at the initial stage of loading at about 3 kN, however futher analysis 

performed on the beam revealed that this did not affect the overall stiffness of the beam . 

In general, the unspliced NLT was capable of holding larger deflection and higher load 

than the spliced NLT beams.  
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Figure 5.8 Load-displacement curves of beam tested 

5.3.3 Bending stiffness and apparent modulus of elasticity 

The beams were all loaded up to a load of 25 kN prior to the rupture test, so as to 

evaluate the stiffness properties. The results for the stiffness of the beams are presented in 

Table 5.4. The results compare the bending stiffness and MOEapp of the unspliced NLT, 

DLT, GLT, unfastened and spliced NLT. Holstein (2011) researched different three-layer 

mechanically laminated timber using screws, nails and adhesive. His result showed that 

specimen with adhesive had better stiffness property than those from the dowel laminated 

specimens. His finding was in total conformity with the result observed in this study.  
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The results in this study showed that the unspliced NLT beam performed better than the 

spliced NLT beams to which, the stiffness of the unspliced NLT beam is about 40% 

higher than that of the spliced NLT beams. However, among the unspliced beam groups, 

there is little or no difference in the stiffness. NS2 made with 89 mm-long nail and 250 

mm nail spacing and NL2 generally have the highest number of nails in the beam series, 

and they both possess higher stiffness values. However, NL4I made with 127-mm-long 

nails and 450 mm nail spacing and inclined nailing emerged as a beam with the highest 

stiffness and was 6 % greater than NL2I made with 127-mm-long nail and 250 mm nail 

spacing and inclined nailing which had the lowest stiffness. Careful examination of the 

specimen and the descriptive statistics (Table 5.4) shows that the individual lumber MOE 

might have influenced the high stiffness properties exhibited by NL4I. The unspliced 

NLT beam group had better stiffness value than the unfastened beam; this reaffirms the 

fact that addition of nails no doubt improves the stiffness of a beam. 

The DLT beam group had stiffness value close to that of unspliced NLT. ZDLT proved to 

be stiffer than SDLT. This suggests that the zigzag fastening pattern outperformed the 

straight pattern. The same results were also observed in the downscaled specimens 

(Chapter 4). Arranging fastener in zigzag pattern could increase the beam stiffness by 

approximately 5 %. The spliced NLT beam compared with the DLT revealed that DLT 

beams had 38 % stiffness higher than the spliced beam. 

In overall GLT beam possess the highest stiffness, about 5% higher than the average 

stiffness of the unspliced NLT beams, about 44% higher than the spliced NLT and 8% 

higher than the unfastened beam. This is possible due to the intact bonding of the lumbers 
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together as the beams act as a whole panel. Also, the nail hole in NLT and the dowel hole 

in DLT could have also attributed to lower stiffness in the NLT and DLT beam series 

than the GLT. 

Figure 5.9 shows the comparison between the MOEapp to assess the stiffness effect of the 

beam. Wolfe and Moody (1979) concluded that when all layers in an unspliced NLT 

beams were the same size and were forced to have the same displaced geometry, certain 

properties were bound to be exhibited: (1) the MOEapp of the unspliced NLT beam should 

equal the average MOE of the individual layers; (2) the coefficient of variation (CV) of 

the MOEapp should equal the CV of the individual layers divided by the square root of the 

number of layers. Consequently, the lack of a significant difference between the average 

MOEapp of the seven-layer assemblies and the MOE of the single members is not 

surprising. 

The results from this study are in agreement with the findings by Wolfe (1979), who 

found that the average CV of the beams was 7 % while that of single lumber was 21%.  

This suggests that though the stiffness and MOEapp of laminated beam could not be 

increased too much, the lamination helped reduce the variation of lumber that was used to 

make the beams. In other words, the laminated beams were more consistent in terms of 

siffness and MOEapp compared to lumber. 
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 Table 5.4 Stiffness and MOEapp of 7-layer specimens 

Group 
Fastener 

size and 

type (mm) 

Spacing 

(mm) 

Fastening 

pattern 

Bending stiffness MOEapp 

Mean 

(1012N/mm) 

CV 

(%) 

Mean 

(MPa) 

CV  

 

(%) 

NS2 89 (nail) 250 Parallel 1.22 5 11,724 4 

NL2 127 (nail) 250 Parallel 1.21 2 11,673 2 

NL4 127 (nail) 450 Parallel 1.17 6 11,262 7 

NM4 102 (nail) 450 Parallel 1.18 12 11,357 12 

NL2I 127 (nail) 250  Inclined 1.17 2 11,232 3 

NL4I 127 (nail) 450  Inclined 1.24 8 11,958 9 

ZDLT 11 Ø 250 Parallel 1.19 5 11,440 6 

SDLT 11 Ø 250 Parallel 1.16 3 11,129 4 

GLT Glue / / 1.26 7 12,149 7 

Solid No fastener / / 1.16 6 11,191 7 

NBA 89 (nail) 250  Parallel 0.68 - 6520 - 

NBB 89 (nail) 250  Parallel 0.633 - 6085 - 

NBC 89 (nail) 250  Parallel 0.80 - 7659 - 
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Figure 5.9 Apparent modulus of elasticity between beam groups 

5.3.4 Ultimate Load and Apparent Modulus of Rupture   

Each beam except for unfastened beams was loaded to failure after completing the 

measurement of stiffness / MOEapp described in the method section above. The results for 

the ultimate loads, and MORapp are shown in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.10.  The ultimate 

load of each beam was recorded, and apparent modulus of rupture (MORapp) was 

thereafter calculated. The deflection (δ) at first crack and at ultimate load were also 

extracted out to know the degree of deflection between the first crack load and ultimate 

load.  

The average ultimate load for the beams was about 58 kN, 48 kN, 75 kN and 38 kN for 

the unspliced NLT, DLT, GLT and spliced NLT respectively. Unspliced NLT had 6 % 
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lower load capacity than GLT beam. DLT was 5 % greater than spliced NLT and 20 % 

lower than GLT and unspliced NLT was 28 % lower than the ultimate load of GLT. The 

variation in the results between the NLT and GLT could be attributed to the fact that NLT 

are nailed together layer by layer thereby helping to make a stronger bond and enhance 

the strength of the beam. While DLT are fastened together with a single fastener that goes 

in through all the laminations at once, this creates some gaps or weakness in between the 

laminations and consequently reduces the amount of load. 

It can be found that the entire unspliced NLT beams were significantly stronger and had a 

higher ultimate load than the spliced groups. There was a wide range of ultimate load 

observed for the full-scale between the unspliced NLT beams and spliced NLT beams, 

and it was not possible to establish a relationship between the unspliced and spliced 

mechanical properties due to the small number of beams tested for the spliced beams.  

NL4I beams demonstrated the highest MORapp of 35 MPa out of the NLT beam series, 

closely followed by NS2 with a MORapp of 35 MPa. The three replicates in NL4I were 

carefully examined due to the fact that this group had fewer number of nails than NS2 

and NL2 and it came out with the highest MORapp. It was observed that one of the 

replicates in NL4I had an extremely high ultimate load and this showed up in the CV of 

the group. While all other groups had considerably lower CV that ranges between 2- 

10%, NL4I had a CV of 23 %. Overall, the difference between the highest and lowest 

MORapp difference was 17% among the unspliced NLT beams. 
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It is assumed and affirmed from previous studies (Williams 1994) that the average 

MORapp of the unspliced beam might be about the same as that of the unfastened 

members. However, the variability of the beam should be considerably less than that for 

the unfastened members. This reduced variability occurred due to load-sharing. This 

assumption was observed in the result of this study, though the MORapp of the unfastened 

was not estimated, however, results from Chapter 4 from the downscaled specimens 

verified this assumption. 

Also giving the strength property observed from these results in Table 5.5, NS2 made up 

of 88.9 mm-long spiral nails could be used in the manufacturing of NLT beams. 

Likewise, DLT could also be used as an alternative to NLT as this could reduce the cost 

of production and also reduce the labour intensity.  
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Table 5.5 First crack and Ultimate load  

Group 
Fastener 

size and 

type (mm) 

Spacing 

(mm) 

Fastening 

pattern 

First crack Ultimate load  

Load 

(kN) 
δ 

(mm) 

CV 

(%)  

Load 

(kN) 
δ 

(mm) 

CV 

(%) 

NS2 89 (nail) 250 Parallel 30 22 2 63 55 2 

NL2 127 (nail) 250 Parallel 31 24 3 58 50 2 

NL4 127 (nail) 450 Parallel 30 24 2 56 48 7 

NM4 102 (nail) 450 Parallel 30 24 2 58 48 17 

NL2I 127 (nail) 250  Inclined 31 25 1 57 51 5 

NL4I 127 (nail) 450  Inclined 30 23 1 65 54 24 

ZDLT 11 Ø 250 Parallel 20 17 2 51 46 14 

SDLT 11 Ø 250 Parallel 21 17 2 45 38 7 

GLT Glue / / 61 43 3 75 57 8 

Solid No 

fastener 

/ / - - - - - - 

NBA 89 (nail) 250  Parallel 30 36 - 42 59 - 

NBB 89 (nail) 250  Parallel 15 20 - 31 47 - 

NBC 89 (nail) 250  Parallel 30 32 - 35 37 - 
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of MORapp between groups 

5.3.5 Influence of butt joints on bending properties 

This thesis work did an exploratory study by using three types) of examining the effect of 
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agreement with Williams’s. However, NBC, where the butt joints were staggered and 

controlled randomly and separated by at least two intervening courses, showed that 

approximately 10 percent of the stiffness was lost by splicing could be recovered. 

Leslie (1990) reported that in calculating deflections of NLT beam, it is usual to ignore 

the reduction in flexural stiffness caused by the presence of the butt joint. The reduction 

in stiffness observed in this study was lesser than the values estimated in the Canadian 

Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC) (CSA 2014b), in which the stiffness of 

laminated timber decks with butt joints is required to be adjusted by a modification 

factor, kb, to account for the effect of butt joints, where the frequency of butt joints is Nb, 

as specified in Clauses 9.21.2.2.5 and 9.22.2.2.2. For NLT with butt joint, the value of kb 

shall be calculated as shown in equation 5.5 while the MOEapp was estimated using 

(Equation 5.6). 

𝐾𝑏 =  
0.8(𝑁𝑏−1)

𝑁𝑏
                                              (5.5) 

MOEapp (Butt Joint) = MOEapp (without Butt Joint) *(1 - Kb)      (5.6) 

                      % difference =
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙−𝐶𝑆𝐴

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙
 𝑋 100                  (5.7) 

A comparison between the experimental results from this study and estimated values 

based on (CSA 2014b) was performed and the percentage difference was estimated based 

on equation 5.7, as shown in Table 5.6. However, the values corresponded from 

experimental test showed higher MOEapp values. The lower values observed in spliced 

NLT could be improved by reinforcing the number of nails around the butt joint areas or 

use steel metal plate. Also, this proves that the modification factor is very conservative. 
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Future research is recommended to investigate how butt joints influence the performance 

of NLT. 

Table 5.6 Difference in MOEapp of NLT beams of butt joints between experimental 

results and estimated values based on CSA 2014a 

Group  Code 

Average 

MOEapp 

(MPa) 

No. of butt 

joints, Nb 

Modification 

factor, Kb 

Reduction 

of MOEapp 

calculated  

Difference 

(%) 

NLT NS2 11724 - - - - 

NLT with butt 

joints A NBA 6520 6 0.67 3908 40.1 

NLT with butt 

joints B NBB 6085 7 0.69 3685 39.5 

NLT with butt 

joints C NBC 7659 5 0.64 4221 44.9 

 

5.3.6 Failure Modes 

The bending failure of a beam is classified as critical and can lead to a single failure of 

the structural element or the complete construction. It leads to the longitudinal tension 

and compression stresses distributed over the depth of the cross section (Steffen et al. 

2015). The tension stress in the beam leads to a brittle failure due to the rupture of the 

wood fibres. Due to natural defects, such as knots, the tensile strength was reduced 

compared to compression strength; therefore, bending failure was mainly described by 

the brittle failure of timber beams within the tension zone, as shown in Figure. 5.11. 
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The zigzag pattern presents in the curves which was more pronounced in the NLT groups 

shows where one lamination in the beam failed while others can still carry load, this was 

as a result of the lamination edges not aligning together and that the load was more on 

some of the laminations than other. This sharp curve was not distinct in the GLT beam 

unlike the NLT beams due to the fact slip could still occur in the NLT but the amount of 

slip in GLT could be negligible due to stronger intact bonding between the laminations. 

The most common type of failure observed in this study was the appearance of cracks in 

grain direction which could have been caused by high wood bending stress. (Figure 5.11). 

This crack could have been caused by the presence of holes in the beam. The crack was 

more pronounced and visible in the NLT and DLT. However, the rate, amount and 

distribution of cracks depend on other factors, like the amount or quantity of defects, and 

the fastener type and spacing. Also, since all the lumbers were not aligned to the same 

degree, these resulted in some laminations failed early before the actual failure of the 

beam happened. 

Most of the crack in the beams for the unspliced NLT beam was found to be around 200-

350 mm long which seemed to originate from the centre of the panel in between the two-

point load. The crack propagated towards the two sides of the load points, and in a few 

cases in the NLT beam, the cracks went beyond the load points and extended towards the 

supports.  The crack path followed the main fibre (grain) direction in the beam and only 

on short parts did it follow any nailing line. Brittle failure mechanism like tensile fracture 

of the individual laminated planks in the entire beam was observed when the beams 

reached their capacity. 
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The experimental testing showed that all the beams experienced both ductile and brittle 

failure mechanisms with increasing load followed by timber fracture. However, the brittle 

failure of the unspliced beams, as well as significant deflections, occurred at a very high 

load compared to the spliced NLT beams.  

Some crack propagation in the groups initiated from the knots close to the centre of the 

beam and propagated along the grain and thereby leading to their prompt failure as well. 

There was no physical sign of nail withdrawal or pull out in all of the beams, unspliced, 

spliced and wooden dowel. The lamination process in the entire group thus converts the 

brittle matrix into a ductile material. The lamination serves as crack arrester in the tension 

mode which in turn allows the beams to have reserved capacity after the first crack or 

failure as indicated in the load-displacement curve.   

For the spliced beams, observation from the results indicated that the beams were more 

likely to fail because of high bending stress. Nearly almost all of the failures observed 

were as a result of tension failure in the lumber. These failures typically occurred in a 

straight layer adjacent to a butt joint in the two middle layers (Figure 5.11). Careful 

observations of the failed beams revealed that the longest lamination in the center layers 

were the most highly stressed laminations in the beam; this result conforms to the 

findings of (Wolfe 1979). There is no evidence of splitting near, or at the butt joints of all 

the spliced NLT beams, however, there is kind of a little slip between the butt joints. In 

summary, the failure modes observed for all the spliced NLT beams were the same. 
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As for the GLT beam, two of the three replicates failed in timber fracture (Figure 5.11) 

rather than crack propagation while the third replicate failed with crack propagation 

before total timber fracture. All the layers in the GLT fractured together unlike the NLT 

where only a few layers (2-3 layers) failed as a result of crack propagation before timber 

fracture. This suggests that GLT behaves like a whole complete panel better than NLT 

does. In summary, the failure in the beams tested was due to the knot, nail holes and 

predrilled holes for wooden dowels.  
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(a) Failure caused by knot 

 
(b) Crack propagation in unspliced 

NLT 

 (c) Tension failure under bending (Side 

view) 

 (d) Tension failure in unspliced NLT 

 (Tension surface) 

 (e) Slip failure at the butt joint 
(f) Beam fracture in GLT 

 
(g) Crack propagation in DLT 

 
(h) Nail yielding 

Figure 5.11 Failure modes in laminated timber beam 
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the above results and discussion, the following conclusions could be drawn: 

• Similar MOEapp and MORapp values were observed for all laminated beam groups 

without butt joints. 

• The MOEapp and MORapp of the spliced NLT beams were approximately half of 

the unspliced NLT beams. 

• Reduced variability (coefficient of variation) in both MOEapp and MORapp of the 

NLT and DLT was found compared with the unfastened beams. 

• Failure caused by knots, nail holes and pre-drilled holes governed the failure 

mode of the unspliced NLT and DLT, while slip governed the spliced NLT. 

• DLT could offer a suitable alternative to NLT as this study revealed that they had 

similar mechanical behaviour. 
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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6.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

 This project work consists of three major chapters. Chapter 3 discusses the withdrawal 

capacity of the wooden dowel under different dowel swelling and pilot hole. This was 

done to know the best conditioned under which the wooden dowel performs best as 

dowel fastener in timber connection. The following conclusions could be drawn from the 

study: 

• Wooden dowel with the lowest MC showed the highest withdrawal capacity.  

• The high withdrawal capacity demonstrates that it was possible to achieve a high 

degree of composite action using wooden dowels as connecting elements. 

In summary, the wooden dowel of the least dowel swelling, and pilot hole was found to 

have higher withdrawal capacity and that hardwood wooden dowel was suitable for 

timber connection. 

Chapter 4 addresses the flexural properties of downscaled specimen dowel-type fastener-

laminated timber (DFLT) and how they are influenced by the number of fasteners. Since 

two major types of damage occurred in floor or deck which are deformation and 

delamination. This chapter focuses on the deformation properties of the DFLT made with 

wooden dowel and ring shank nail. Their behaviour under bending load was estimated 

and the following conclusions were drawn: 

• Whether the nailing spacing (number of nails) controlled the failure or limited the 

ultimate strength of an assembly could not be stated with any degree of certainty 

as there was no significant difference in the mechanical properties tested among 

the groups tested. 
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• Simple tensile splitting dominated the failure mode for all the groups and that the 

crack initiated at the centre of a specimen for all the groups. 

• The 60mm nail spacing appeared to be the optimal for NLT, generating the best 

performance, which was recommended for the next step research on the 

verification tests of full-size NLT, while the ZDLT was of better performance 

than SDLT. 

Chapter 5 verifies the proposed nail spacing in Chapter 4 by manufacturing the full-scale 

specimen of 7 layers NLT, DLT and GLT based on recommendation from Chapter 4. 

Furthermore, NLT with butt joint and NLT without butt joint but inclined nailing were 

also included in the full-scale production to widen the scope of the study. The fastener 

type, fastener size and fastener spacing were discussed. It was found that: 

• The stiffness and strength properties of the spliced NLT beams were 

approximately half of the unspliced NLT beams. 

• Reduced variability (coefficient of variation) in both strength and stiffness of the 

NLT and DLT compared with the unfastened beam. 

• 89 mm nail (NS2) offers a practical solution for use as a beam in engineered 

application considering the ease of manufacturing and efficiency.  

• DLT could offer a suitable alternative for NLT as this study established that they 

have similar mechanical behaviour. 
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Based on the results and findings from this study, the following recommendations are 

made for potential future research work: 

 

• Investigations into the hydro-thermomechanical and creep behaviour of hardwood 

dowel deserve attention. 

• Tests on typical full-scale structural systems to investigate how flexural properties 

and connection characteristics influence overall system behaviour, under different 

fastener spacing and fastener diameter. 

•  Numerical case studies to investigate how flexural properties and connection 

characteristics influence overall system behaviour, under nail spacing and nail 

type. 

•  Influence of shrinkage on performance – most likely the lumber at installation 

will be about 15% MC, which will then dry out during service and this may 

loosen the nailed joints, leading to reduced performance. 

• Possible additional nails at the butt joint locations to reinforce the butt joint 

should be investigated. 
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APPENDIXES: Load-displacement curves of various tests conducted in this study 

Appendix A: Load displacement curves for withdrawal capacity of wooden dowel 

 

Figure A1: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 5 mm PH and 1% MC 

 

Figure A2: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 5.5 mm PH and 1% MC 

 

Figure A3: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 6 mm PH and 1% MC 
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Figure A4: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 5 mm PH and 10% MC 

 

Figure A5: Load-displacement curve for withdrawal capacity at 5.5 mm PH and 10% MC 

 

Figure A6: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 6 mm PH and 10% MC 
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Figure A7: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 6 mm PH and 15% MC 

  

Figure A8: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 6 mm PH and 15% MC 

 

Figure A9: Load-displacement curves for withdrawal capacity at 6 mm PH and 15% MC 
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Appendix B: Load displacement curves for the downscaled specimen 

  

Figure B1: Load-displacement curves for 60 mm nail spacing 

  

Figure B2: Load-displacement curves for 85 mm nail spacing 

   

Figure B3: Load-displacement curves for 110 mm nail spacing 
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Figure B4: Load-displacement curves for ZDLT 

  

Figure B5: Load-displacement curves for SDLT 

 

Figure B6: Load-displacement curves for GLT 
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Figure B7: Load-displacement curves for Solid lumber 
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Appendix C: Load displacement curves for full scale beams 

   

Figure C1:  Load-displacement curves NS2 

  

Figure C2:  Load-displacement curves NL2 

 

Figure C3:  Load-displacement curves NL4 
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Figure C4:  Load-displacement curves NM4    

    

Figure C5:  Load-displacement curves NL2I 

 

Figure C6:  Load-displacement curves NL4I 
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Figure C7:  Load-displacement curves ZDLT 

 

Figure C8:  Load-displacement curves SDLT 

  

Figure C9:  Load-displacement curves GLT 
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Figure C10:  Load-displacement curves NBA 

    

Figure C11:  Load-displacement curves NBB 

 

Figure C12:  Load-displacement curves NBC 
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Table C1: Slope and moment capacity 

No Group Slope (N/mm) Mr (kN•m) CV (%) 

1 NS2 1534 30 2 

2 NL2 1527 27 2 

3 NL4 1473 26 6 

4 NM4 1486 30 14 

5 NL2I 1469 27 4 

6 NL4I 1564 31 19 

7 ZDLT 1497 22 11 

8 SDLT 1456 21 5 

9 GLT 1589 35 6 

10 Solid 1464 - - 

11 NBA 853 20 - 

12 NBB 796 15 - 

13 NBC 1002 16 - 
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